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imber companies commonly use herbicides in clearcut areas
to reduce competition between yaaa and
non-commercial plants. Opponents fear the chemicals may
onand say human-powered
fish
, pois
contaminate wa
ed in
marchde
bici
protesters
brush removalis a better way . Anti-her
Eureka last Saturdayin an attempt to change the timber companies’

policy . Page Il.
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Every Thursday Night

kids are turning trash into money. Page 15.
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Elemenschool

“RSVP”

Redwood Sports Velo Promo

w@ Live, from JVD...It’s Saturday night! The Second City National

Touring Group rolls into town. Page 22.

Mona says: ‘Wear Yoar Helmet!”

For more information call The Directoré:
(707) 839-8296 / (800) 995-VELO (8356)—National
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CURRENTS

:00 pm
6:00-8
Rain Cancels

A safe controlled place for recreational riding & competitive
training. Pace-line & pack training by licensed racers. Single
line track on dirt for BMX racers. Mechanic on duty to help
.
you correctly fit your bike for more efficient and
comfortable riding, racing, touring & commuting.
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P.O. Box 275 ¢ Eureka, CA 95502
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SPORTS
@ The women's softball team is off to a red-hot start. Page 25.

@ An opinion column in last week's The Lumberjack sparks
controvers
Pagey.29.
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In the March 3 issue it was reported that Democratic Sen. Mike
defeated Republican Margie Handley in the March 2
Thom
spacial election. Thompeonfalled to in 50 percent of the vote so
Thompson, Handley
will be another election April 27
and Phil Baldwin of the Peace and Freedom Party.
In the Calendarof the same issue, International Women’s Day
was incorrectly reported as being March 8. The actual date was
March7.
In the same issue, it was incorrectly reported that Nordstrom’s
Department store might make a donation to the school. Also, a
headline in a box on the front page read “Math = Racism.” The
Lumberjack did not intend to imply that either the HSU math
t cs isracist.
men
of mathemati
the discipline
deporart
The Lumberjack regrets the errors and any confusion they may
have caused.
:
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No Means No educates
men on realities of rape
@ The campus group is
co-sponsoring various

activities recognizing
Rape Awareness Week.
By Sandy Barker

TUMBERIACK STAFF

sored the Clothesline Project in Van

Duzer Theater.
Different colored T-shirts carrying
messages from victims of violence including rape and molestation are on
display on a wall in the lobby. The
display will move to the Library on
wae
;
“We hope to call people’s attention
to how huge the problem of crime
—

The coordinators of No Means No are
working to educate students on sexual

assult and sexism.
“Our main objective is toend rape, but
that’sa little weighty,” said Alli Minch, a
teaching preparation graduate student
and co-director of No Means No.
“We're trying toend rape by talking to
men about how they become rapists,”
said Bob Cattolica a chemistry sophomore and co-di-

rector of No
Means No.
“I don’t mean
to imply that all
men are rapists,”

he said.
No Means No
makes presentations to classes
and
campus
Bob Cattolica
groups about the
realities of rape and how people learn to
be violent.
Cattolica said, “all men have learned
the lies and attitudes that make rape
possible.”
The group is working during Rape
Awareness Week to raise the level of
awareness

about

violence

against

women.
On Monday No Means No co-spon-

women

is in this country,”

inch said. “For every shirt up there,
I know 10 people who weren't ready
for that.”

Cattolica said, “My main goal is to

show men how sexism hurts them.”

The group has been successful in

reaching those that were inclined to

see a problem, Minch said.

“I don’t know that we've converted
anyone to kindness,” Minch said.
The organization began about twowhet years ago as Men Against

Rape.
Nine men and one woman were

=

of the original group that has

ome No Means No.
The men in the peer group were
able to talk to each other because they
viewed the problem similarily.
Women could have been easily discredited by the group as being condescending, instead of discussing the
subject as peers.
The program has evolved toinclude
more women.
“More women have become involved because it’s easier to see this as
a woman's problem rather than a

people problem,” Minch said.
No Means No meets in Founders
Hall 181 on Wednesdays from 5-7 p.m.,
except this Wednesday
due to the

Awareness Week activities.

Rape

MEG LAWS/ THE LUMBERJACK

Shanna Nation, a studio art senior, and instructor Jack Lewis dance the
Clarinetes Calientes, or “hot clarinets,” a folk dance from northern Mexico,
during Sunday’s international Women’s Day festivities.

Clothesline Project, a string of emotion
By Kirsten Frickie
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Keep

your hands off my body!” was emblazoned across the

chest of one red T-shirt hanging from aclothesline in the Van Duzer
Theatre lobby.

It was

color-coded T-shirts
Awareness Week.

part of the Clothesline Project, a collection of

designed to heighten awareness during Rape

Alli Minch, Clothesline Project coordinator and co-director of No

Means No, said some people came in to view the clothesline and left
in tears.

Ten of the shirts belonged to victims of incest or child abuse, four
were from victims of rape, two were for women who had been
murdered, two were from victims of gang rape and one, from a

survivor of domestic violence, spelled out in black letters: “I’m
sorry daddy.”
Melanie Coddington, a peer counselor for the Peer Resource
Center, said it reminded her of the AIDS quilt.
“I was sad and overwhelmed,” she said.
Each T-shirt is color-coded to represent a different form of abuse.
Red and pink signify victims of rape or sexual assault; brown and
llow stand for battered women and survivors of domestic vionce; blue and
represent survivors of child molestation or
incest; purple and lavender signify women assaulted for being
lesbian; black stands for victims of gang rape; and white is for
women who have been killed by their husbands or boyfriends.

“I’m really impressed,” said

Friendelin helpe dlepel feer and anger eseociated with violence againe! women. Krise Kevorkian,
right, a eocial work senior, gets positive feedbeck from Ali Minch, a teaching preperation

graduate. “i'm giad thet people are reeponding to lt, but kind of sad they have to,” Minch said.

Heather

, a liberal studies

multi
senior.
“I think it takes a lot of. courage
to do a Tshirt and put it up.”

See Clothesline, page 6
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Campus groups press

for rape as war crime
a ose

war

“The Chetniks (Serbian soldiers) came on Christmas day, there were

iE acines

eight of them. They were saying, ‘Now we will celebrate’ - and they

)
es; se
of Bosnian Serbs; has
Clinton

U.S. civil lawsuits
charging him with human
rights violations

- Slobodan Milosevic - wanted
for

Serbian
crimes;
war
nist
commu
former
dent;

and ardent Serb nationalist

Vojslav Seselj - wanted for war"
crimes; leader of the Chetniks,
paramilitary
Serbian
on
vic - head of the
Bosnian

Alija Izetb
Muslim-le
government

killing non-Serbs,
inadditionto

have established camps where
they allegedly forcefully
and torture
women
imp
and
Serbians
children.
claim MuslimMonte
led Bosnian forces have raped
Serb women as well.
© What are the numbers?
The
are acco!
to the
Bosnia mission to the U.N. The
Yugoslavian
mission for Serbia
and Montenegro claims these

but was
rated
figures are
unable
to supply other figures.
200,000

-

85 percent

civilian, 15 percent children
Rapes:
raped;

50,000-60,000 women
13,000-20,000 forced

pregnancies

Forcefully displaced: 2 million
percent of the total
(45
population); 1 million of these
refugees are Muslims (50
percent of the Bosnian Muslim
population)

¢ How is the United Nations

The

U.N.

Security

a

Council

five-member

Commission of Experts in
October to investigate war

crimes, the first war crimes
tribunal since 1943, when World
Warll Allies began assembling
evidence against the Nazis.

The UN. negotiated with Serb
commanders Thursday for
access to besieged territory.
Although Bosnian Serb leader
Radovan

Karadzic said they

— Grace Halsell, a freelance journalist

By Dawn Hobbs
LUMBERJACK STAFF

isreached, U.N.

Ifan

areas.

in

will also deploy up to
NATO
40,000 peacekeeping soliders
for up to 10 years.

The Women’s Center and the Islamic Student Association condemn the atrocities in
for the
Bosnia-Herzegovina and are calling
Nations
establishment of a permanent United
war-crimes tribunal through a letter-writing
campaign on the Quad this week.
The U.N. tribunal should include systematic rape as a war crime because “unless it is
condemned, it will be condoned,” said Khidar

° Causes
of the conflict

Behind this is centuries of
ethnic and religious warfare
that communist leader Josip

power
in 1945, giving many Serbpopulated areas to other

On

Dec.

20, 1991,

Bosnia-

Herzegovina applied to the EC
for recognition as a 80
state. Shortly after, low-level
fighting
began
between
Bosnian and Serb elements of
the federal army.
On Feb. 29, 1992, under advice
of the Euro
Community,

Bosnia and Herzegovina held a
public referendum
to decide on
the Republic’s independence.
With 70 percent of the
population voting, 99.7 percent
voted for independence.

Involved?
created

forces.

country.

ea

Serbian militia —— —
and Herzegovina last April,

- estimated 50,000 Bosnian women who have been raped by Serbian

control to 43 percent of the

peacekeeping forces will
heavy
monitor Tak

© What's going on?

Dead:

The peace plan was offered by
U.N. mediator Cyrus Vance, a
former secretary of state, and
Community
European
representative Lord Owen.
Vance-Owen
the
Under
firecan
tiv
before acease-e,
Initia
must agree
take place all
Bosnia into 10
divide
to
semiautonomous provinces,
lines. This
ethniclly
tia
paralong
agreement

gang-raped me.” A woman I will call Nadia stared into space, reliving the episode. She is a Bosnian woman, 20, Muslim by religion.
She is petite, with large dark eyes and dark hair.
Nadia told me her story as we sat in a refugee camp near Zagreb,
s uprooted. She is one of an
Croatia. She is one of a million

Serbian

forces

justify

the

violence
because
of
independence lostto Muslims
500 years ago and the
extermination of 700,000 Serbs
in 1941 when Hitler invaded
Yugoslavia with the help of
Croatians.

Sources:

Reports sent to The

Lumberjack from the Bosnian
and Yugoslav missions to the
United Nations in New York
and the San Francisce Chronicle

— Text and research by Dawn Hobbs

Abdullah of the Islamic Student Association.
According to documents the Bosnia Mission to the U.N. in New York sent to The
tia
has established
the Serbian mili
Lumberjack,
113 rape camps since invading BosniaHerzegovina last April. The document stated
13,000 to 20000 women have been forcefully
ted in the camps.
im
os Strugar, counselor to the Yugoslav
Mission for Serbia and Montenegro to the
U.N., said in a telephone interview that the
Bosnia Mission figures are not accurate and
added, “anyone whois honest would not make
estimates.”
“No one denies women have been raped,”

Strugar said.

“But women have been raped on all sides,”

he said. “We have testimonies of Serbian
women who have been raped but no one is
paying attention to this.”
ese stories (by the Bosnia Mission) are a

part of war,” the Montenegrin said. “This is a
propaganda war. We are losing and they are
winning.”

“All of those stories are launched on the eve
of an important decision by the U.N. Security

Council,” said Strugar, who is in favor of

rape as a war crime.
establishing
l
Ha sel , who covered the Korean and
Grace
m
tna
recently returned
as ajournalist,
wars
Vie
from the Bosnia-Herzegovina refugee camps

_ where she spoke to women raped by Serbian

soldiers.
“These stories repeat,” said Halsell in a prepared statement to The Lumberjack.
“They are too numerous not to show a pattern of systematic, brutal torture and rape - of
the most sadistic use of women as a weapon of
war,” Halsell said.
An “A
to Justice” will be available on
the
week
for student signatures and
additional comments.

The appeal “demands” a
ent U. N.
_ War-crimes tribunal be established “with a

fair
to

tation of women and a mandate

give central attention to gender-specific

violations, including rape and forced

-

occupations.”

The Women’s Center and the Islamic Stua Association are ees
with other

state-wide CSU action.

ter.

Derkas said signed ap

will be sent to
xer and Feinstein,
Assembl
Dan Hauser

President Clinton, Sens.

Rep. Dan

and Fritz Kalshoven, chairman of the U.N.

commission investigating
war crimes,
to “pressure them to state procedures to
te the
leaders involved in carrying out
hideous
crimes.”

It is important to keep
politicians focused on
this issue because “it is the major horror of the
world today,” said Dan Hamburg, D-Ukiah, in
a telephone interview.
The seriousness of this matter is shown by
the fact that this is the first commission of
experts formed to investigate war crimes since
1943, Hamburg said.
The U.N. Security Council created the five-

member Commission of Experts last October to

investigate the alleged war crimes of Bosnian
Serb leader Radovan Karadzic, Serbian leader
a" Milosevicand Chetnik leader Vojslav
The commission is in the process of review-

ing detailed reports concerning these allegations.

“The U.N. may have acted precipitously last
spring when it approved the arms embargo
because it left the arms in control of the Serbs,”
Hamburg said.
Hamburg said he hopes the Vance-Owen
peace plan is
by the
parties
and that it is
up with
ng
forces.
Senrenntias by U.N. mediator
Cyrus

Vance, a former

state under

the Carter Administration,
and
Com‘muni representative Lord Owen.
Under the Vance-Owen plan, before a ceasefire can take place all parties must agree to
—_ Bosnia into 10 semi-autonomous provneces,

If an
reached,

t between w:
parties is
U.N. peace-keeping noun will moni-

tor the collection of hea’
in designated areas and NATO wil deploy upto40
ers

to 10 years.

“It is cri
that it is a multinational peaceforceand
under U.N. command,” Ham-

burg said, adding that “this should not be an
American war.”

nancy, inall contexts of hostilities and military

campuses to make this “call to justice”

“We are trying to make this a precedent on
this campus and all CSU campuses to take
action against genocide and to make rape a war
crime,” said Erika Derkas of the Women’s Cen-

"

There are flaws in the Vance-Owen
plan,

including “rewarding fascist
designating

land to the Serbs, said

Sacirbey, adviser of the Human
sion of the Bosnia Mission to the

on” by
Omar

DiviU.N.,
in a

telephone interview.

See War Crime, page 5
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War Crime
© Continued from page 4
However, an
t must
soon be reached
“because we
have had so manyatrocitiescom-

mitted against our people” and

the om

Muslim and Bosnian

' population could be destroyed,

Sacirbey said.
“The war crimes tribunal is
one of the most important fac= incontributing
to peace, he
said.

“Knowing that the
e responsible for ordering or committing these atrocities have received just punishment
will be a
contributing factor in the return
of the refugees,” neon said.
Negotiating
isthe”
ful way to deal with he diets
tion,” Strugar said, adding,
“Right now the Vance-Owen
planis the only channel for peace
and Ihope there isan agreement
soon, but it is difficult to find a
solution in just
a matter of days.”
“Rapes have occurred on all
sides,” and allegations should
be “left to the commission to
investigate and report,” Strugar

said. “Otherwise it will cause
more
and hatred will
escalate an already terrible situawas named in a multi-million
dollar civil lawsuit in February
that
him with legal re-

sponsibilities
for 50,000 rapes and

other human-rights violationsin
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The suit, filed in New York by
the Center for Constitutional
Rights, the International
for Human Rights and the Inter-

national Women’s Human Rights

Clinic, is a class action for all
victimsof Karadzic’s alleged human rights abuses.
“It charges Karadzic
with legal
bility for the mass rapes,
forced pregnancies and other
brutalities inflicted by his forces,”
the International
for Human Rights reported
in a statement to The Lumberjack.

“The lawsuit charges violations of the Geneva Conventions
and other international law as
visions, and is based on two

U.S.

statutes
which authorize lawsuits

in U.S. federal
court for human-

rights abuses committed in other coun-

tries,”

report

stated.
“Since the trials of the
Nazi war criminals at

Nuremberg, there have
been few individuals so

clearly responsible for war
crimes
as
Radovan
Karadzic,” said Charles H.
Norchi, executive director

of the International League for
Human Rights in New York.
Beth Stephens, staff attorney
at the Center for Constitutional

Rights in New

York, said,

“Karadzic’s forces have commit-

LA

the

A Cut
j

JOHN KIFFMEYER
/ THE LUMBERUACK

ted atrocities
against womenand
others which violate the most
fundamental rules of international law.”

“The rape of women in war is
finally being taken seriously as a
war crime,” Stephens said.
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Clothesline
e Continued from page 3
bers of the community.

There will be a decorate-a-Tshirt workshop tonight from 5 to
6:30 p.m. in Nelson Hall East 106
for those
who wish
todecorate
a shirt for
hie
t
clothesline
project for

“Too often the scope of violence against women goes unrecognized

this
that g
Minchsaid. “I’mhopin
who
e
peopl
display will help
haven’t directly been touched by
this violence to recognize how
rvasive it is.”
The Clothesline Project will be
on display in the Van Duzer
Theatre lobby until Friday and

themselves or

will move to the Library

someone

lobby

Monday. More information is

they know
or knew.

Alli Minch

in our society,”

available at 826-4965.

The project is being sponsored

by No Means No,
tional Services,
Center, the HSU
departments,

Youth Educathe Women’s
music and art
the Women

@ For a schedule of events

associated with Rape Awareness
Week, see Calendar, page 35

Reader’s Bookshop and mem-

Sidelines Sports Bar
SF

on the plaza,
Arcata

ANNA MOORE) THE LUMBERJACK.

a

throughout the country.
The finished mural in The Depot will be a colorful landscape of areas

FRIDAY 4-8P.M. Ee
Bud & Henry's

Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale

Kamaka

glass
75¢

1.25

Peppermint Schnapps

_ pint __ pitcher
$1.50

$3.25

2.25

5.25

Depot receives a facelift
By David Link

became a class

$1.25 a Shot!
If you've found

inthe

Depoteating icecream and won-

dering what's going on with the
incomplete mural, here’s the

scoop.

The mural project began last
year according to David
Galbraith, director of dining services and catering for Lumberjack En
Galbraith
contacted art Professor Leslie Priceand asked him
if he knew students who would
be interested in the project. It

project, and stu-

their concepts.
dents submitted
Galbraith, Price and Harland
Harris, executive director of
housing and dining services,
then picked three drawings.
Galbraith said the art students
are paid for their work, and the
money for the project is being
provided by the dining department of LJE.

The first one was the dining
car mural in the back of the Depot, which was completed by a
group of students last year, he
said.
Galbraith said Price selects a

poset students based on who
technical ability to complete the job.
Of course, that is just the beginning of a long process.
Rebecca Nagel, an art senior
and member of the group workingon the new mural, explained
the process the group followed.
She said a sketch is first done
on a huge piece of butcher paper. Then the wall is turned into
a big grid to make it easier to
plan out the space needed for
the mural. Next, a sketch is done

See Mural, page 8
ESD
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STAY INFORMED! STAy IN TOUCH!
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Drop by Nelson Hall East 6 and we'll help you out...

Sunday Special:
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Math professor argues book is not racist
be a discussion on the Quad tomorrow
@ There will
about multicultural education and student input on

Although 11 students went to Affirmative Action tovocalizeconcernabouta

olds and so are more

telephone,” without listing other reasons _he felt the book was sexist.

text book selection.
Julle Yamorsky
iors

it applies to our life and he
how it.”
him like
back
in the r
The ror pn
s ingdeesn't
are
household
ack:answe
he
who taught
the professor aid
__Kaufmans
e to housethanlikelywhite
on the averag
lack a __ the first section of the course told the class

said he would
like idiots. The
didn’t.”
he
and
text
denounce the
mind thatit
in myon
“There’sno questi
reinforces racism,” Affirmative Action
Officer Brenda Aden said. “We're look-

math book being racist and sexist, the ingintothis. Wehaveacademicfreedom;

sexComplaints about the book
for inaccurate data.
>
to Math _ ist arose from sections in the film
Last week the students
Department Chair Richard Vrem about ing men in high-powered positions and
depicting women in the role of a
i
their
.
to review a list of sections
He
told
Peggy Molloy r
the students felt were offensive with the | Special majorsenio

coordinator of the class said, “the book is we don’t have the academic freedom to
‘i
a
be atl
racist, rer
not =
Hunt called
objection,
initial
the
Since
_
aProfessor Bob Hunt,coordin
said the book and ac-

the
reviewing

book.
of theers
tor of the team-taught math 103 class, the publish

said, “I think the students didn’t look

ey
carefully atthe problem beforethraised

the objection.

“I believe that the problem is —

two things: that there canbe biasinapoll

filmswereusedinmorethan

companying

350 schools — an estimated 100,000 students — without complaint.

problem is

“The

:

asocial state

and bias ina decision based ona poll,” he ment about social injustice,” Hunt said.
“The students have misunderstood it.
said.
have not understood that the anThey
y
is
Kaufman
olog
Ilana
junior
Soci
hostinga discussion about multicultural swer must be taken into context of the
education on the Quad tomorrow and problem and they have not understood
has asked for a “well-rounded group of _ that this is based on factual information,”
people of color” as well as _ he said.
women and
The statistical problem which caused
student inputin selecting math books for
wasatelephonesurveytaken
the
next year.
“I’m not willing to sit and subject my- in Mississippi to determine ee
ity ofa television program aimed at black
self to racism,” Kaufman said.
“We have to sit in this class and look audiences.

the class she

four profes-

sorsinvolved
in * a.
e don’t

get paid for

book,

Kaufman

said.

”

“The book

felt the book
was sexist
and said an

:
*

group ae

| believe that the

problem

two

is showing

things: that there can be

bias in a poll and bias ina
decision

lost in the

shuffle.”

Although

Aden said
the problem
is racist, she
believes the
question
be
could
used as an
educational tool in teaching about racism.
“I agree that question five is racist,”
Aden said. “I’m not sure this question
needs to be taken from this book.”

based

turned students against
students.
stuSome
that
in
dents
class said,
‘This is a
math class. Let’s just learn math.’ Some
people didn’t even understand the
racism,”she said.
“It’s practical math—howitappliesto
our life,” Kaufman said. “And we’reshow-

“white

males were

on

poll.”
Pou.
BOB HUNT
net
or
.
eee
a

1. Convenience, close to classes
Z.
3.

You dont have to shop, prepare food o» clean up dishes
odial services provided in many areas

4. No utility bills except telephone and cable services
5. Excellent opportunities for meeting friends

6. Social & educational programs (over 00 each year)

7. Recseational facilities: weight room & saunas, billiards,
ing pong video games

5.

Computer tab with both Macintosh, FBIM compatibles

see Sees cease a ae A
& laser printers

9. Equipment available for checleout: camping gear, tools
:
olen b
anes
g

?

-

Prices range from $2500-4400 with & without meal plans.

Many payment plans. You can make payments with Visa

;

& Mastercard.

Added security. All apartments have individual security
systems.
plications are available in the Housing Office.

|

Application deadiine for priority selection of rooms is

MARCH 19.

.
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National
10 percent of their class. Individual chapters can set higher cut-off points.
The HSU chapter's minimum-gpastan-

By David Courtland

dard is 3.85. Faculty members and alumni
who have achieved scholarly distinction

Students who maintain high grade
4
Gertie the often go unrec
pursole
the
ifying this oversight is
pose of the Phi Kappa Phi Society.
ize ex“Honor societies exist to
their
either
in
student
cellence by the
said
on,”
discipline or their college educati
rapHSU’sch
William Lester, the advtoise
ter of the national society.
Lester, a biology professor, said in contrast to other honor societies such as Phi
Beta Kappa that only recognize excellence in specific fields, Phi Kappa Phi
recognizes achievement regardless of the

Bp Vii
may be elected to mem
chapcampus
by
zed
recogni
Students
recogniters are then eligible for national
tion as well.
Phi’s national
Each year Phi Kappa
hips of
scholars
50
provides
ion
foundat
dupostgra
or
under$7,000 for first-year

‘ates and 20 honorable mentions of $500,

Lester said.
began awardLast year HSU’s chapter
a $100
Scholarship,
ing the Tim Parsons
a $50
and
scholarship for the top senior
scholarship for the top junior. Parsons, a
former faculty member, was one of the
organizers of HSU’s chapter.

student’s major.

Eligibility is restricted to students with
a minimum 3.75 gpa or a rank in the top

Campus chapters are evaluated by the

society for membership before being accepted. HSU’s chapter, founded in January 1987, was the 244th chartered out of
260 nominees.
“We're kind of the new kids on the
block,” Lester said.
Despite this, HSU has had one $7,000
scholarship winner and two honorable
mention winners.
On Feb. 21 it initiated another 61 students and two faculty members — Karen
communications deFoss of the s
ent and Ramakant Khazanie of the
math department.
There are approximately 250 national
members from HSU.
Phi Kappa Phi was established in 1897
at the University of Maine. In 1897 the
presidents of the University of Maine,

University of Tennessee and Pennsylvania State University (then Pennsylvania
State College) reorganized it as a national
honor society.

“Once honors are conferred on a student, they’re a member for life,” Lester

said. “People who remain active in the
ization have the sole function of
recognizing academic achievement.
That’s what it’s all about.”
look great on your résumé,” he
said. “It’san honor to have graduated Phi
Ka
_
Ceoter was one of the first students
initiated into the society from his own
college.
“| was in the first initiated class of San
Jose State,” he said. “I still remember

thinking, ‘My God, somebody noticed I
did something.”

100th Monkey benefit

Activist group raises awareness of nuclear testing
Crazy, Heartbeat and Mr. Jones.

By Dioscoro
R. Recio

Funds generated from the event
will be used to raise consciousness concerning the effects of
nuclear testing.
“We want to raise a lot of
awareness,” 100th Monkey
member and liberal studies junior Ben Winker said. “It’s going
to be a blast.”

ST.

In an effort to stop nuclear
testing, the 100th Monkey is hoping students and community
members go ape over its benefit
concert Friday at the Arcata
Creamery Dancenter.
The benefit costs $4, and will

Springer, an Arcata resident,

feature activist Rick Springer
along with local bands Stone

gained popularity when

he

MY (aia PY NaC
Tic

gaw

@

'

anya:

PP

and smashed a
rushed a
trophy that
glass
nd
30-pou
an
Ronald
former President
was receiving from the National
Association of Broadcasters at a
reception last year.
Reagan was hit by shards of
glass but was not hurt.
While Springer tried to talk
about nuclear testing into
Reagan’s microphone, he was
seized by Secret Service agents
and quickly led off the stage.
“I wish to make it clear that I
acted aloneand autonomously,”
Springer said in a press release
two days after his arrest. “I had
no premeditated intention in

meeting the former president,
but only to raise media attention
of the urgency to stop nuclear

to renew the moratorium, estab-

Next month, Springer will face
charges of malicious destruction
of property in Nevada.He said
he is optimistic about the case.
“I am trying to remind people
that they shouldn’t worry about
the bomb that might go off, but
the ones that are going off,”
Springer said.
Last year President Bush
signed a nine-month moratorium that halted nuclear testing

testing.

testing.”

on American soil. In July, Presi-

dentClinton will decide whether

lish a comprehensive test ban
that would
eliminate nuclear

testing altogether or continue
“Our goal is to have President

Clinton sign
a comprehensive
test ban,” Winker said. “If we do

this, I hope other countries will

follow suit and see it as a move
that will alleviate
towards

the fear of nuclear weapons and
ve tendencies.”

local group was formed
by Spri
in 1990 and is a
branch of American Peace Test,

a national organization. Before
the moratorium, the U.S. tested

900 bombs per

rest of the world

while the

tested

1,000

bombs es year.
The 100th Monkey participates

ea

in the annual Nevada Nuclear

(oe)
6th & H * Arcata * 822-7602

Test Site protest with other national groups and 11 indigenous

GREGORY

nationsincon

Day. They
from the

on with Earth

march 65 miles north
Nevada d

ent of

in Las Vegas to the test

site on Western Shoshone land.

CREATE YOUR
OWN
VEGETARIAN
COMBO!
Toppings include: olives, bell pepper,
mushroom, artichoke, zucchini,
pineapple, jalapeno, tomato & red onion.

$399 Off Any Large Pizza
Expires 3/31/93

GECCRERRRRRGRERRRCREREREEE

as

] 22 Off Any Smail Pizza
2 Off Any Medium Pizza

OT

ae
Se

White or Red Sauce available
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CSSA gains ground in pursuit
of trustee-reformation bill
_| mA sstudent-drafted bill introduced

“Three or four (CSU) camwere not
ted (at
the conference) but the UC ~~

| to the Assembly Friday will give
students more power in the

appointments of CSU trustees.
Eight studen

who have taken a course on howto

exercise this fight went to
mento
last weekend to
take partina
tive conference held by the
Ca

students attempted

endorsed bills.

to

support

eo

for

CSSA-

The class decided it would be more effective if only

~~

in the 20-student class wentto the state

“lech Kirkpatrick, a political science senior and HSU’s
CSSA

representative, said the HSU students were better

prepared as a result of the class taught by political science
-r
“He

Dan a

Kirkpatric

us on how to be effective
said.

y
_—

In previous years, former Senator Barry Keene held
seminars for approximately 30 students. Faulk taught a
smaller class which focused on methods of how to target
swing votes and legislators who may cast no votes,

Kirkpatrick said.
Swing votes are
ible votes from legislators who
have not decided whether to vote for or against a bill.
Lobbying is petitioning the Legislature and providing
legislators with information to influence and convince the
passage or defeat of legislation. Lobbyists seek relief for
injustices, —
or injuries, often by changing an old
law or proposing
a new one.
Bill ideas can be taken from any source: legislators,

By Frank Mina
An Assembly bill was introduced to give students more input in the appointment process
of
trustees.
The 18-member board is now
appointed by the governor.
Jason

Kirkpatrick,

by the governor, three by the
state Senate, three by the state
Assembly, three by the CSSA,
three by the State Academic Sen-

‘e
—
Jason Kirkpatrick

ate and three by the Alumni
Association.

The four remaining

governor, lieutenant governor,
speaker of the Assembly and
superintendent of public instruction.
According tothe bill, all trustee

Student lobbyists

Kirkpatrick and eight members of a how-to-lobby effectively class, sponsored by Asso-

ernor, Assembly
and Senate will

need approval from a student

The appointments made by

ciated Students, travelled to the

state capital Thursday to take
partin the three-day conference.
In conjunction with the

and alumni as-

sociations will not need
governor’s approval.

will be in
office much
longer than

a year.”
“And I think a new governor
would have no problem signing
(the bill),” the political science
senior said. “If there is compromise on this bill now then I feel
it would be a kind of failure.”

positions

will be filled by ex officios: the

student, faculty

parade signifying the death of

education.

while it will
be tough for
Wilson to
sign the bill,
I
don’t
think
he

representative, said the

committee.

write a draft of the legislation and write letters to legislators in an attempt to gain support for their bill. CSSA
acted as a special interest group representing students of
the CSU s'
legislaBefore the bill can be introduced into a house of
tion it pee a legislative
gerber a member of the
Assembly or the Senate.
CSSA
the nr
of
Assemblywoman Hilda Solis, D- Los Ange!
It may be months or
before a bill will get a
bills die because of a lack of
Many
it.
sponsor
to
legislator
sponsorship and are never introduced into the Legisla-

not equitable with the original
bill,”
he
said.
“I think

bill would make appointments
to the board in the following
way: three trustees appointed

Lobbyists can be employed by a business, a member of
an organized special interest
p or a citizen
with a

getan idea, they

will not accept anything that is

California State Student Association

appointments by the state gov-

Once lo

“If there is an attempt to water-down the bill, [believe CSSA

HSU’s

legislative committees, state and local government
agencies, business firms, citizens and lobbyists them-

view about
a su

Kirkpatrick said he expects
there will be
ts for modification of the bill, “but I believe
Solis will stand firm with the
CSSA.

tem was represented well,”
Kirkpatrick said. “It’s getting
more difficult for schools to pay
for their students to go to conferences like these.”
Legislators who supported
students and higher
education
received a thank you from HSU
student lobbyists.
Monday student lobbyists
stopped their morning activities
to attend a rally on the steps of
the Capitol.
Students dressed in black
marched around the Capitol ina

the

trustee- reform bill, the University of California Student Association wrote a bill demanding

Sponsorship

The CSSA drafted the bill now
sponsored by Assemblywoman

similar reformation of the UC
Board of Regents.

ildaSolis, D-Los Angeles. Solis

Six hundred students from the

is vice chair of the Assembly
Standing Committee for Higher
Education.

The

General

re ea
ET AL EG
comme

Apri

Tth.

A

28th

29th

Positions available are:
eA.S. President.
eVice President for
Student Affairs.
eVice President for

Legislative Affairs.
¢ College Council Rep-

bill into the legislative house in
the duce
can then intro

resentatives for Behavioral & Social Sciences, Humanities,
Natural Resources &

trying to convince legislators to either vote for the bill or

Sciences, Arts & Hu-

ture.

If and when a

ator chooses to

CSU and UC systems made the

conference the largest ever.

a bill, they

a seat. At this point lobbyists continue
which they have

change their no vote to a yes. Lobbyists do this until their
bill is passed.

MAD RIVER BREWING
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manities, Professional

Studies

and

Unde-

iclared.
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& Special Seasonal Offerings

CSSA Representative.

eP.R. Coordinator.
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New digs revitalize radio station
By Anna Moore

paintingis done o

KRFH, HSU’s student radio
station, has a new staff, a more
centralized studio and a more

_ Nagelexplained
the significance of the colors and wha

professional attitude.
KRFH,

AM610,

the mural

moved toGist

Hall last August, after the speech
and hearing pathology program
was discontinued.
Before the move the station
had been scattered throughout
campus with the production
room in Theatre Arts, the broadCencastboothin the University
ter and storage space in the basement of Bret Harte House.
“We've got a lot of great
space,” adviser Gary Melton

“The mural will be a blend
of the American Southwest

“The right side of the wall
willbe the cool, soft grens of
Humboldt, and the left side
will be the reds and browns
of the Southwestern United

States.
In the middle is a NativeAmerican design called a

small. Growth for the program
was very limited.”

Nagel had to stop working
on the mural for personal rea-

Joshua
KRFH Station Manager

Thaler,a speech communication
senior, said the move gave the
staff a feeling of legitimacy.

sons and said the mural “may
not be complete until the end

“We want the university to

casting.”

KRFH is a training lab for stu-

dents enrolled in the broadcast-

ing classes of the speech comnt and the
munication d
broadcast news classes of the
journalism department.
in the
Studentscan pa
in
ng
enrolli
radio station 1
Speech 154 and the one-unit
workshop.
“It’s an academic lab where
students apply theoretical
in practical situaknowledge
Melton said. “We also
tions,”
want to provide legitimate programming, entertainment, news
ye
residenc
tar
tothe
and commen

pattern,
on a
design
t.”

double-friendship
is from a
which
Native American

said. “The studio used to be very

take us seriously as a professional station so we've got to act
like one,” he said.
The station is modeled after
“commercial radio,” Melton
said. “Students will learn skills
to work in commercial broad-

Nagel said.

and Northwest,”

of the semester.”
Galbraith said “On thiscur-

ANNA MOORE/ THE LUMBERJACK

Speech

Olson
communication senior Joshua Thaler, left, and psychology senior Brandt

—

rent project there was a group
t together, and it just never

from 7 to 9 p.m.
otherwise known as Butthead and Butthead — are on KRFH every Wednesday

to the stereo
so no copper wiring

ing the station to switch music
, Melton and Thaler hope
ey
wil use KRFH which offers music from reggae to heavy
metal.
“Our main problem is that
Gere
eee whoweare,”
er said. “Even on campus
people haven’t heard of us.”
rt has been on staff for
five semesters and has found it
“challenging to build the program from nothing.”
The station first went on the
air January 1990.
“1 wanted to create another
radio station (beside KHSU),”
Thaler said. “I’m driving towards respectability and public

is needed, Schuler oa
The JGC tries to provide a variety of music. Instead of chang-

Thaler said the new program
guide also added to the feeling

KRFH broadcasts to the South
Lounge of the University Center,
The Depot and the residence
halls.
It is also being wired into the
Jolly Giant Commons.

Staion Engineer Chuck Schuler
said that because KRFH is carrier-current, telephone lines are
needed to transmit the audio signal from Gist Hall to the receivers.
“Instead of going through an
antenna the signal goes through
the copper wiring,” Schuler, an
electronics senior, said.
The University
Center is wired
a the telephone line directly

acce

.

ice

.

i

ned.”

of legitimacy.
Program Director Steve Kurtz,
a speech communication senior,
scheduled disc jockeys back-toback with no empty time slots.
Kurtz also buys the music for
KRFH. He uses Instructionaly
Related Activities funds and
money from the radio-club account built up by fundraisers.
local
“I usually go through
deals with
The Works and

put

r another

that did'a lot of work
over Christmas break .

“The goal was to complete

it over the break, and that

obviously didn’t happen,”
Galbraith said. “Now they are
along with the
continuing
ect,

although it seems to

vecome toa grinding halt.”

reason that

Price said

so long is that there
it’s taking

People’s Records, though this

with the

weresome

semester I’m trying to go a little
bigger with distributors,” he
sai
KRFH
is on the air from 7a.m.
to 1am. Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m. to midnight on Friday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday, and 9 a.m. to midnight on
Sunday.

sketch, which had to finalize
before the students could be-

and the

That float ys
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Rally/ C.A.T.s protest herbicide spraying
By Roger Kane
nik

Californians for Alternatives
to Toxics held a rally Saturday
to protest spring herbicide
spraying in North Coast forests.
C.A.T.s began the demonstration on the steps of the
Humboldt County Courthouse
in Eureka at 11 a.m. and marched
to the Eureka Inn and then to
The Red Lion Inn, where timber
company administrators and
foresters were holding aconference.
The marchers, chanting,
“More jobs, no spraying,” believe man-powered brush removal is a viable alternative to
chemical defoliants and would
create jobs.
The crowd moved through
Eureka about noon to the
honking support of motorists
and peace-sign-waving pedes-

moat)

pAb
wf

CAR,

AY

trians.

“We are not radicals; we are
conservatives,” said Rick
ringer, a speaker at the rally.
“We want to conserve the
Earth,” he said.
Herbicides such as 2, 4-D,
2,45-T and Garlon 4 are used by
lumber co
es to defoliate
forests to reduce competition
between noncommercial plants
and young trees planted inclearcut areas.

ROGER KANE/THE

Protesters marched in Eureka Saturday to express their concerns

over the spraying of herbicides by timber

LUMBERJACK

companies.

Spraying may harm fish population
Members of the timber industry refute environmentalists’ attacks
tebrates.

By Brandys Alexander

COMMUNITY EDITOR

Spring is approaching and as the
heats up, so do debates over the
weather
seasonal spraying of herbicides by timber companies.
Each year private timber companies
apply defoliants to thousands of acres of
timberland to reduce competition bemoan roan conifer trees and noncommercial
plant species.
Environmentalists rallied Saturday
against the use of Garlon 4 and 2, 4-D—
Timtwo such herbicides — by Sim
Redm
Relliu
and
r
Lumbe
m
ber, Barnu
which
s
areas
ut
ie
clear-c
in an
wood comp
have been cy

Simpson

Co. has

Bush
Berare
nid
Project
se
te
j

sprayed for

thecompany’

company's

to spray a
Simpson
total of B08 acres, aeons 350 of w
will be in Humboldt County, Bush said.

The rest of the spraying will be in Del

agonal spray less than 5 percen t
of its bwnership, said Bush, who is involved in the
ere

ting process. The
000 acres in the state.

of the spraying in Humboldt
County will take place in an area near the
Klamath region which was destroyed by

“The EPA has fallen down on the
Job of protecting the public from
pesticides.”
PATTY CLARY
executive director, Californians for Alternatives to Toxics
a

wildfire in 1988, he said.
is a verylong processto
“Replanting
survival seedlings,”
head
iiier
cunmi
Bush said.
Patty Clary, executive director of Californians for Alternatives to Toxics, said
tion is concerned with the
the o
effects of these chemicals on fish and
wildlife populations.
Fish populations

C.A.T.s, which sponsored the protest,

is most concerned with the watershed
area of the Klamath River, Clary said.
There are sensitive and threatened fish
in the area, she said.
tions
said lab tests have shown the
des to be toxic to fish.

found in water
Garlon 4 is frequently
rene
Se

aS

“It might not kill them outright, but
what does it do to their strength ... and
ability to survive?” Clary said. “(The
spraying) is screwing our fish up more
ever ... this is unconscionable.”
Fish find their home stream by smell,
Clary said. No one knows if the chemicals affect smell in minute amounts.
“It’s a crime of the Fg swore she
said. “(It) shows the
tal Protection

EPA (Environmen) has fallen down

from
public g
the tin
on the job of protec
pesticides.”

to a 1991 report by AgriculAccording

ture Canada on the use of Garlon 4, acute
toxicity to wild birds and mammals is
low. In chronic studies, a relatively low
“no observed effect level” was demon-

strated.
also stated there may be
But the
harmful effects to fish and aquatic inver-

Under certain conditions, the breakdown of Garlon 4 in water may be slow,
causing it to remain in a form more toxic
to fish than the acid form, the report
stated. But the report said more information is needed.
The products used by Simpson, which
include Garlon, 2, 4-D and Roundup, are
home-garden chemicals and can be purchased locally, Bush said. If used according to their labels, these products “are
and
absolutely no risk.”
Bush also said there are no residents
within a two-mile radius of where the
spraying will take place.
Rigorous registration

Chemicals sold in the United States go
process,
through a rigorous registration
same
thro’
go
must
They
he said.
utiany
as
procedures
=

In 1983 and 1984 the

onal Water

Quality Control Board established Best
Management Practices as the

for the aerial application of

guidelines

es on

as
oe
Accor
to a report released by
of samples
board last year, the percentage
greater than 10 parts per bilcontai:

lion of

es has decreased since the

See Spraying,
page 14
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Development consultant
seeks to recycle industries

Community |

support a grant which would look into reopening the Simpson mill for recycling.
Processing paper and other
recyclable items in Humboldt
County makes sense to one developmentconsultant whocalls
shipping materials out to create ae

Sport’s front

mental Economic Development

SCIENCEEDITOR=—=~—“‘“C:éOSOSCS™S

else-

where the “old-fashioned way
of thinking.”
Margaret Gainer is the
founder of Gainer and Associates, a consulting group that
specializes in recycling.
The firm counsels mainly city
and non-profit organizations.
Gainer said figuring out how
to keep local industries viable
in the face of diminishing resources “should be on the
minds of everybody in the private sector”
as well as local governments.
She fits the recyclingof paper into that scheme.
Even advocates of recycling
ventures, such as Gainer, say
entering the business is a big
undertaking, and conditions
have to be favorable for success,

and

the Humboldt

Economic

Development Forum encountered opposition when they suggested a study on ways to reoan the Simpson pulp mill, one
idea being a conversion to recycling
“feedstock.”
e Board of Supervisors refused to support their applicaa U.S. Forest Service grant
tion for
to fund the study.
Gainer said a task force is still
being organized and a Simpson
representative is involved.

Not feasible

Simpson spokesman Ryan
Hamilton said converting the
mill to recycling feeds'
is a
possibility for the future, but several factors would have to
change.
He said it isn’t economically
feasible now because the pulp
would have to be sold at less
than cost.
The biggest cost of conversion
to using recycled paper as feedstock stems from the de-inking
process,
which would require the
construction of a new facility,
Hamilton said. —
In addition to the cost of conHigh costs
struction, Hamilton said the enGainer said she doubts the
feasibility of opening a largevironmental regulations for descale
paper-making mill from
inking are costly.
“They (de-inking facilities)
scratch in this county because
come with their own set of enviof the high start up costs of purchasing equipment and facilironmental
lems,” he said.
Considered along
with the low
ties.
price mills are getting for pulp
She said recovered waste
and the cost of transporting papaper can be recycled more
per from urban centers, the recheaply as mulch, insulation
sult
would beanetloss, Hamilton
and packaging.
She said in some cases pre- | said.
existing plants could be conGainer said recycling is not the
verted to make pulp from reonly avenue Simpson could pursue to utilize the mill — but it is
materials.
an option that should be considRepresentatives of a nonprofit or
tion formed by
ered and not ignored.
Big mills may not be the only
Gainer, the Center for Environ-

The Northern California
Community Blood Bank will
be making a
at Arcata’s
Health Sport
17.
The blood drive will take
re
et
at the
ealth club, located at 300
Community Park Way.
Mike Campbell, Health

@ The Board of Supervisors refused to

By Amy Gittelsohn

Donors needed

Anyone who has one or

.

more

traffic

citations

on

which bail or fines became

deliquent on or before April
1, 1951, is now eligible for an
program

amnesty

in

Humboldt County.
The programruns through
April30 and offers reductions
Fines on eligible traffic

avenue for recycling paper.
The process can also be done
on a small scale.
Children involved in the
Gifted and Talented Education
at Orick Elementary

School make

pulp from the

cases will be discounted to
$100 for infractions and $500
for misdemeanors.

No personal checks will be
accepted.
Questions can be directed
to the court identified on an
individual's citation.

school’s used office paper, then

—Christopher Gast

press it to make paper products

such as envel
Julie Rich is the manager of

ee
ness

tor, said donors can “just
show up. Every 15 minutes,

three people will be going
through.”
Campbell said volunteers
will be asked to sit for 20
minutes after having their
blood drawn, and refreshments will be served.

for overdue amounts.

Margaret Gainer

ee
coe
paper.
recycled
that sells

Rich said she doesn’t know of
an
r recycling
businesses

in Honeboldt County.

paper
She said if one were to open its
best chance for success would
be to produce a specialty paper,
like art paper.
Rich said there
is more of a
demand for recycledpaper than
there is a supply, so the price
producers get is good.
Sales have fluctuated along
-with the national fortunes.
She said pape: r makers using
virgin materials dropped
their
a
to cost during the Gulf
ar togetrid ofasurplus, which
in turn caused the recycled paper market to slacken.
But now there are relatively
few recycled paper mills just as
that market is increasing, she

See Recycle, page 13

desk coordina-

—Erin Waldner

Y.E.S. makes cash
out of trash
Youth Educational Services volunteers will gather

trash Saturday
as an effort to

raise funds for the local non-

profit community-service organization.

Participants of Y.E.S.’s an-

Dunes hearing

nual Trash-a-Thon have col-

held Tuesday

Eureka Waterfront, Clam
Beach and areas of Arcata as

The Board of Supervisors
will meet Tuesday to decide
the future of vehicle use on
the beaches and dunes of the
North and South spits of

Humboldt Bay.

TheCounty Planning Commission held hearings last fall
to allow citizens to air concerns over the riding of offhighway vehicles on the Samoa dunes.
The County Beach and
Dunes Advisory Committee

recommended closing the
dunes to vehicles north of
Samoa.

The meeting will be held in
the Supervisors’ Chambersin
theHumboldt County Courthouse, 825 Fifth St., Eureka,

at 1:45 p.m.
—Brandye Alexander

lected pledges toclean-up the

part of the fundraising ef-

fort.

Last year, Y.E.S. collected
and
ds of garbage
3,600
in pledges. This year’s
$2,200
goal is 4,000 pounds of garand $5,000 in pledges.

r more information

826-4965.

—Erin Waldner

Child care needed
The Humboldt Child Care
licensed
Council is hiring
child care providers for all
age groups.
People are needed for day,
evening and weekend care
at home for full and parttime positions. For information call 444-8293.
—Julie Yamorsky

UP YOURS!
We upped our grades with
Energy for Life!
Algae in capsule form that gives you:

e vitality ¢ mental alertness
° energy ° attitude adjustment
ea “li

Py,

in a completely healthy 100% organic way!
2

cal

822-6808
©
800-927-2507
ext
0902
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Caller offends women

ByLongshore
Katy
sony in obscene phone calls,

re ind

businesslike (and) sounds to be

man asked several suggestive
and troubling questions. “It’s a
common, classic
one-

numberingup to 4,000,
Eobaun made to is
in the call scenario,” Schulz said.
This
caller somecommunity.
to meet with his vicRick Schulz, the University times
Police Department officer in tim. One woman set up such a
of the on-campus inves- meeting but arranged for Officer
tigation, said he has seven re- Schulz to go in her place.
The man Schulz talked to adports on file and
to- 12
mitted to making up to 4,000
other women who didn’t want
to be listed in an official
police phone calls, but he denies saying he worked for Penthouse.
report. He added he has lien
ulz said the magazine caller
reports of calls to women offcould be a copycat.
campus as well.
The man Schulz contacted
Colleen Farrell, a marine biolcan’t
be listed as a suspect beogy sophomore, didn’t report
cause
there is not enough evithe five calls she received to the
him under Calipolice. The calls were from a denceto
man with a low voice who fornia Penal Code Section 653M
regarding obscene, harassing or
sounded to be in his late 20s.
“He’s a real smooth talker,” annoying phone calls.
Schulz encourages anyone
she said.
calls to
by sayinghe who has received
The man began
DepartPolice
Arcata
the
contact
onal
phone
tinganati
wasconduc
can be
efforts
so
UPD
or
ment
survey for Penthouse magazine.
coordinated to
Farrell
Once
catch the caller.
to talk to
Borisigrs. genes
a
him, he asked
wo!
get
to
“j+*
seriesofquestions
“If
—
he
out,”
Isa
with sexual over‘ou
ougeta
mo
tones.

“He started out
.
with less
uestions,

but

eommenateent

more involved,”

Farrell said. “I fi-

nally decided to

eorene
Classic

ness

Joel Ten legitimate, - hang

obscene-

SCenaro.

Seven-week-old Mathew Monitz adds his personal touch to a mural with help from his
mother, Brandilian Marter, right, an Arcata High School senior, and Havilyn Kern, an HSU
nursing senior. The mural was part of a cleaning and redecorating project of HSU’s Support
Network for Adolescent Parents at Northern Humboldt Union High School District’s Young
Mothers’ Program.

(the police) as
soon

phone-call

contact

up and

Baby, baby

sible.”

as

Schulz

:

pos-

said

when receiving
up.”
any questionable
RICK SCHULZ
said
Schulz
phone call a perUPD officer
most of the calls
son can ask for a
reported fit the
name and phone
<2
—_—_—_
samedescription
number to check
In some
cal s the
man worked for Penthouse; in on legitimacy.
This
caller doesn’t
others he pretended to be the
seem
to
be
, he said.
founder of an organization re“No one felt at any time that
garding freedom of speech. In
some calls he didn’t identify he knew exactly where they were
or felt threatened by this perhimself at all.
son,”
Schulz said.
“He sounds very polite, very
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@ Children make products from
office paper.
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Simpson Inc., and Paper
Choice,in Canada.

isbig
business
Pen caid "they're
of money on it.”

Typeset with your name
25 invitations

25 envelopes

$19.95
or
50 customized name cards

for generic invitations
39.05

QUICK turnaround!

10% Discount
On Puchases of Accessories or

Repairs, With Student I.D.

se A Green
Machine.
Ride the bus or

drive your bike,

\ Gourmet Italian Dinners
Pizza - Pasta
World Famous Spinach Pies
Homemade Soups & Salads

Vegetarian Specialities
Espresso — Cafe Mochas

run, walk,

skateboard or
crawl in; we don’t

care, just don’t

use a car to get

here and we'll

appreciate it
enough
to
additional

give an
5% off!

“Great food and lots of it!”
216 E Street
Old Town, Eureka
445-0100
Humboldt’s First
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2811 F Street ¢ Eureka ¢ 443-9861

Open 7 Days
822-8712
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445-3334
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Happy camping comes cheap
@ State parks provide affordable opportunities
to explore the coast this spring and summer.
in the spring and summore hospitable
mer. “(But) you'll get your feet wet for
sure,” he said.
Another state park campground
Anderson visited is Prairie Creek, located just off Highway 101, also north
of Orick.
“The campground is rather crowded
because it is right on 101,”Anderson
said.
He said the rangers at the park are
concerned about people leaving food
out at night because there is a bear
population in the park.
Jedediah Smith State Park, located
east of Crescent City on Highway 199
in
Del
Norte

By Beau Redstone
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Camping aficionados will begin to
prepare camping gear, and in some
cases backpacks, for the camping season of the approaching spring and
summer months.
The Lumberjack has reviewed a few

of the state and national parks on the
North Coast to aid campers in deciding areas to visit on upcoming camping excursions.

Gold's Bluff State Beach, located on
the coast north of Orick, is operated by
the state park system and allowscamping along the
beach. As with all
state park camprounds on the
The
orth Coast, the
cost is $12 per

for its giant redwoods and nearby
watershed.
Chris Peichel, a
21-year-old HSU
junior, said aside

Grubt

“The best camp-

sites
at Gold’s Bluff
are those that are
directly on the
as
to those near the
road,” said Rich Anderson, a 21-yearold junior at HSU. “There are also
large wind barriers erected at each of
the campsites to block the wind.”
Some of the attractions at Gold’s
Bluff are an elk population and Fern
Canyon.
“The |elk sometimes enter into the
camping area,” Anderson said.
He also said to be careful, because
he once saw a
person c
bya
large bull when he got too close to the
female elk.
Fern Canyon, created by Prairie

from the Redwood
trees, the most
beautiful attraction

Bluff. Anderson said the canyon is
hard to travel during the winter, but

at Jedediah Smith
is the Smith River.
“Hiking along the Smith River on a
sunny day is beautiful,” Peichel said.
All of the state park campgrounds
on the North Coast are werner f
know
for n
their setting among the
redwood trees.
But for those willing totravela
distance, other campgrounds exist in
the Six Rivers National Forest which
canbe justas pleasurable
as those along
the coast.
“I won't give away my secret spot,
but I melee
comnts conn seokots
areas which tend tobe less expensive if
not free,” Anderson said, referring to
campgrounds located primarily in
Trinity County along tributaries to the
Trinity River.

En

!

Creek,
is another attraction
near Gold’s

|

=
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Spraying: Safety issues ——
© Continued from page 11
implementation of these
ns
gee
aly Sega - =
is of ae
in 1991
the
samp
found that of 165 som les taken, 73 percides, 26 percent
cent contained no
a
fewer than 2.1 parts per bilon.
The report stated one sample contained
between 2 parts per billion and 10 parts
per billion of herbicieds, and no sample
contained more than 10
per billion.
The process is carefully monitored and
“burdened with regulatory oversight,”
Bush said. The herbicides must be
registered by the Federal Food and Drug Administration and EPA.
In addition, in California these chemicals must undergo a second
tration
process independent of the
federal process as required by the state Department
of Food and Agriculture, Bush said.
Clary said the timber companies should

hire people to clear the brush manually
replant trees.
and
risk imposed By ground
The
is to the workers, Clary said.
spra

Most of these workers are farmers or
former prison inmates who can’t find
.
work ene:
terrain an
on s
They work
emai with sestictiien, she said. Fie

is) the most hazardous pesticide applica-

tion in the U.S.”
The forest service looked into alternative methods for brush clearing and in
the 1980s Simpson conducted its own

studies, Bush said.

“It costs about six times more (to clear

brush manually) than what it costs with
chemicals,” he said.
There are also safety issues, Bush said,
noting it is dangerous for men to carry
chainsaws on steep slopes.
“You have asafety issue immediately,”
Bush said. “More so than any chemical.”
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Arcata
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Left,
Greg Hufford, a 12-year-old
sixth grader, puts
his weight into it as he presses the screened pulp
with two one-ton jacks to form a sheet. Below, Holly
Frey, also 12 years old and in sixth grade, wears
glovesto protect against chemicals
as she mixes
dye into pulp that was made from used office paper.

PHOTO

COURTESY OF PAUL MAZZARELLE

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAUL MAZZARELLE

Mini-mill a place of learning

ae

School kids recycle wastepaper
@ In a small room jammed with screens, used paper

rather than the water. Without it, the
paper
would turn out white, he said.
the pulp has been thoroughly
beaten and chemicals and dye added, it
is ready to be screened, a process that
extracts
pulp from the water.

and buckets, kids in Orick Elementary’s G.A.T.E.
program make salable paper products.

i qi state-of the-art either
—" but it

By Some Redetone

is simple, and the

t

wor
Ina bathroom that’s been converted to

aminiature
paper mill, grade school kids
the

recycling process.

Theex-bathroom

and budd

—

to soften

per-

makers can be found at Orick

are
woh
»inSapiemanail
cos
aoehies
the school’s
and talented

are
education
is done
under the instruction of
teacher
John Sutter. Students utilize the school’s

used white office paper as a source for
pulp material.

Crude, but effective
TheG.A.T.E. students
asomewhat crude system created by Sutter that
Ket clo textured paper dyed in dift colors. The
at the school

First, the students
tear up a

used white office
bucket of water.

make is
sold at a storein

Sapo

sissies witha
aclu ts
and conservation
as well as some

5

pene

«eee

per.

mtiekiabes is right 0 toing. a

mixture of water and paper. An old
press serves as the beater.
There is no
Rather,
the ink is
distributed during the
and beat-

ing, so the words aren't

the finished paper a speckled look.
Chemicals used
°
Some chemical use cannot be avoided.

senaeatapesteresees
rahe
und canard tollchoototite
in bee

to

to

to

finished paper.
Calcium carbonate is added to control
ee
eae
Then

TTR

of

auth ine
gh
nghen

vs

eee

is

to

color,

ucts more marketable.
is a sixth

in the

G.A.T.E
class. He said retention aid is
another chemical that must be added. It.

_The process by which the paper is makes the dye cling to the paper pulp

After
ona

ing.” The
material

the pulp is layed out
of felt. Sutter calls this “kooch-

has many other uses, including use in art
projects.
For the money-making aspect of the
, the students
make book
marks, envelopes, stationery and covers
for notepads from it.
eee
ree at Solutions, a
retailer of products designed to have less
of an effect on the environment.
Solu-

holds toether

aay

at
t.

“(The program)

sire
about

teaches the students

eight

conservation as well as
some aspects of
business.”

seven

or

screens

have been
kooched,
they
are
y tobe
squeezed

ecology and

JOHN SUTTER

by a press

operated
by
two

elementary
schoo! teacher

one-ton
jacks. The

pressing makes the pulp more denseand

"Hie semiting tielyy com
comcsiond prt P
iy Seed lard dlr Geen
Once
a

Al

eco

de

too heavily textured
to be

written on with much success, the paper

tions is located at 928 Ninth St., in Arcata.

The money from the sales goes back
into the G.A.T.E. program.

Kevin Johnson, co-owner
of Solutions,

said the paper is a hot item, and itis often

See Orick, page18
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@ Menzies’ wallflower and Beach layia
are two endangered species that are
losing habitat on the North Coast.
By Peter Finegan

TUMBERIACKS1ArF=—~——

hey have survived
and adapted to
harsh habitats —
shifting
sand
dunes, crumbling
cliffs and wind-blown sea terraces — yet some North Coast
plants are struggling to survive
human activities.
One-third of California’s 7,000
native

species

of flowering

' plants, conifers, ferns and other
ts are found only in particuhabitats
and localities, includalong the North Coast.
—
tive coastal habitat originally available to these rare
plants has decreased because of
farming, grazing and development. As California’s human
population expands, remaining
coastal land is under increasing

stress by recreational users.

estructive activity ranges

from physical disturbance by vehicles and
pedestrians to the introduction
of non-native
plant species that
invade and colonize wild areas,
displacing rare plants from their
remaining habitat.
Among endangered plants
that grow in Humboldt County

wallflower
are Menzies’
subspecies
i,
menziesi
mum
(Erysi
layia
Beach
eurekensi) and
(Layia carnosa). The two live in
the Northern foredune, a dune
habitat found on the North Spit
of Humboldt Bay.
Other area plants under consideration for endangered listing status are the Pink
sandverbena

(Abronia

umbellata—subspecies
breviflora),
a succulent also
found in
the dunes,
and
Wolf’s

cess can swamp or dilute the
aoe

Tie said the threatened
is only found oncrum
rose
bluffs from Cape Mendocinoto
the state line and is isolated to
six general locations. He said
the plant was originally collected and described from the
cliffs adjacent to Luffenholz
State Beach near Trinidad.
said a“hybrid swarm,”
a population of plants formed
from the union of native and
exotic plants, has been discovered in the Clam Beach area.
Inaddition to monitoring that
population, Imper works with
the state to
mitigate

dama ge

“It would be a
darker, duller
place without
these plants.”

caused
by
recreation,

road repair
and parkEvening
ing lot exPrimrose
sion.
(Ocrothera
The wallIffi).
flower,
ave
JOHN ST. MARIE
with
a
Imper,
range from
public use coodinator
rare _—
Monterey
coordinato Humtor for the
boldt, has a
North
subspecies that only grows in
Coast chapter of the California “ee
area.
er ”
Native Plant Society, said the
tion sam
Wolfs Evening Primrose,
which i
akon
the
ws two to three feet high, is North Spit in 1988 resulted an
tened by its inadvertent
hymate count of 20,700 .
bridization with a large, orna- approxi
ts, according to a 1992 remental, non-native primrose, ee P
for the the HumOcrothera glazioviana. The proIdt County Beach and Dunes
ment Plan.
Imper said the wallflower
normally behaves as a biennial,
blooming and setting seed in its
second year—if suitable envi—

—

=

moisture

or nutrients

said adverse conditions
such as shading, or inadequate
may

hinder the plant from budding
0
yA,

nzies’ wallflower became

e Laser printers & copier toner cartridges
¢ Apple, HP & many others
e Some faxes & fuser assembly repair

(707) 822-9212

the object of a $660,000 three-

year research program headed
in 1987 by John Sawyer, an HSU

plants that wreak havoc with the
systemand
of the duneses
proces

at deaimedch,
he resear

The invaders are European
(Ammophila arenaria
ria)

or threatened plants.

veloping en
vation and

ration, was sponsored by —

siana Pacific and Simpso

fluent.

was done
Some of the research
on the Lanphere-Christensen
Dunes Preserve, located just
south of the mouth of the Mad
Rive. In addition to protecting
the dunes ecosystem, the 400acre preserve serves as an reand educational resource
search
for HSU

pres .
managed
nated Sronuienen a Zz
tional, non-profit o

nation

—¢ormedto preserve biodiversity
through the acquisition and

= management of “ecologically
sensitive land.”
tect viable

i tions of om

ts,we
to protecta
area,” said John St. Marie,
Tive(-)RuEs

:

:

Tackle Shop & Guide Service

lic use coordinator for the con-

“On the

ve

probibt
to

hicles

are

from ruenattive areas

interior of the tideline,

-

bush lupine (Lupinus

and

arboreus).
St. Marie finds many reasons
on of
for this vigorous
the area’s native
ts.
He said Menzies’ wallflower

and Beach layia may hold unknown, potential use for food or
medical products.

St. Marie said 80 percent of

modern

medicines

originate

from plants and plant

deriva-

tives.

“Just because we don’t know
a use doesn’t mean they (the endangered ane) don’t have a
use,” St.
e said. “The Yew

ot hate considered a ‘trash’ tree

timber companies until it

was discovered to prove valuable in treating cancer.”
He said the Coast stra

was used by commercial straw-

berry growers tocreate new characteristics — mildew resistance
and sweeter flavor — in domesticated varieties.

t. Marie said aside from
potential human uses,
there is “intrinsic value”

selection
of all | and trails traversing the area

accessories on the
Northcoast.

The

also removing

membersare
two invasive
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ber companies as a condition of
tallowing continan EPA
ued discharge of pulp mill ef-

types of fishing gear and | are limited.
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habitat resto-
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Weekend volunteers ‘bash’
fertile invading plants
CST
War has been declared on invading

plants that choke out California native

ered one usurper was ambushed
Saturday.
A dozen volunteers showed up at Elk
Head, just north of Trinidad, for the first

“heather bash.” Heather (Erica lusitanica)

is also commonly known as Spanish
heath.

Dan Brown is a board member of the

there has been increased use of indigenous plants, including red alder, Dougias fir, willows and ferns.
But the heather will be around for a
while. Seeds can survive for years and
consequently can invade
and colonizean
ever-ex

area, Brown said.

Heather
is not the only such opportunisticcul £ Atthe LanphereChelasneen
Dunes Preserve, yellow bush lupine
(Lupinus

arboreus)

and

European

beachgrass (Ammophila arenaria) are putting increasing pressure on habitat used
by native plants.
“The lupine changes the ecology of the
areaby adding nutrients and shade,” said
John St. Marie, public use coordinator of
the Nature Conservancy.
St. Marie said lupine, introduced locally by the railroad builders to stabilize
dunes, is a legume that enriches the soil
with its own organic debris and
itsnitrogen-fixing capacity. He said the
enriched soil is unsuitable for the native
plants accustomed to harsher, sandier

North Coast
of the Native Plant
Society, which helped organize the bash.
Brown is also an exotic plants specialist.
He said the heather threatens coastal
terrace prairie, a vegetation type considered rare in California.
Heather
isa dense perennial shrub from
the Mediterranean area. Brown said a
mature plant of 4 to 6 years of age may
produce 9 million seeds per year.
“It’s developing a very large seed bank
in the soil,” Brown said. “Even if we clear
it out this weekend, we'll still have to go conditions.
«#” He said European beachgrass grows
out there for 10 years.” ~
Thevolunteers used “weed wrenches,”
thicker than the native dunegrass, causdesigned tominimize soil disturbance, at ing the buildup of steeper dunes and
changing the dynamic processes of the
the bash.
The heather probably invaded from
dune ecosystem.
Brown said other invading plants of
areas adjacent to Highway 101, said Don
concern in this county are
English ivy,
Beers of the California State Parks and
Recreation De
t. Beerssaidinthe
iceplant, pampas grass, eucalyptus,
landscape architects used
t Caltrans
eather in cut-and-fill slopes for stabili-

zation purposes. He said in recent years

_cottoneaster, Himalayablackberry(competing with native varieties) and Scotch

Dan Brown, exotic plants specialist with the North Coast chapter of the
California Native Society, uses a weed wrench to remove Spanish heath.

broom.
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*Ecocycle collections ¢ Newsletter * Skits &

1993

Application Deadline: March 26, 1993

Information & application materials

are available at the Dept. of Housing
& Dining Services, second floor,
Jolly Giant Commons.

plays ¢ Composting ¢ Office Manager °

Education Director « Operations Director °

~
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© Contin
hard to keep on the shelf. He is
impressed with the program.
think it is
great that these
kids are recycling all of the
school’s used paper and
it into useable
oe,

‘Ter
ment Center
a summer

,” Johnson said.

science,

tter said ~ main obstacle
to expansion of the program is
not a lack of demand for their
paper products, but that they
are not able to churn ee
supply with the homema

102
e The Campus
°
cing Progam lhl
on ne
&
with worms, Thursday a
ii
5:30 p.m. in Siemens
162 for informa110,

equipment.

quarters
The facilities are also somewhat confining (It wasn‘ta large

tion.

bathroom).

try

TheG.A.T.E. class meets after
school, four times a week for
one hour a day, and each student can make about 15 sheets
of paper in an hour. But production
is limited because the room
is only large enough to
accomodate two workers at a

the : chlo ——

which may still be

re- —

ent in the final prod hist
dy

Calon

So far the products are sold
only at Solutions. Sutter said
he is trying to get more store
owners interested.

mental

education

and

sh teacher training
lize, and

ate

Gambia
on Tuesday, 5:30

at the Buck
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REGGAE
IS BACK
AT THE DEPOT!

San Diegos hottest reggae band!

Number 1 record on the: CM)
college music charts.

$3 HSU Students

Americas premier comedy troupe.
Past cast members have included
John Belushi, Dan Akroyd, John

Candy, and many others. See
tomorrow's stars today!

$14 General
$10 Students & Seniors

House

ba a

PRIDAY...

SPECIAL
LOW STUDENT
PRICE

environ-

mental education in the

more involved,” Sutter
said.” tit’s going to take even
more people to get involved if
to increase our volweare going
ume.”

LS:

will dis¢ David Brower
with
cuss his latest efforts
the Restoring the Earth
Movement and catal zing
the International
Circle, Friday at 8 p.m.ee
CCAT, house 97. $5-$10
donation.
e Peace Corps returnees will speak on environ-

time.

PHS

cntanrie fad
in NR and
y 4p.m. Art

An irresistible experience.

Program to include excerpts from
Swan Lake and the exciting,
contemporary Wild Man.
$14 All tickets
Van Duzer Theatre

an evening with

phish
12 HSU Students
$15 General
East Gym,
HSU

wes wre

sr

Nanci Griffith
with Iris deMent &

Guy Clark
$17 General /$13 HSU Student

Van Duzer Theatre

Van Duzer Theatre

Program may contain adult language and sitsations,
Parental discretion advised.

ae
REGGAE SPRING FEST
The Works,
Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor
Store, Arcata

University Ticket
Office, HSU
INFO CALL

BLACK
UHURU
ANDREW TOSH
LOUIE RANKIN
$18 General
/ $14 HSU Student
Van Duzer Theatre

Keeping

CUBRENTS — cecessmaume 19
es
time with
By Greg

Magnus
°

nstead of eating just corned beef and cabbage this St.
Patrick’s Day, why not try some of Mary’s Danish?
The Los Angeles-based rock ‘n’ roll band will stop at

HSU on its West Coast tour to play in the Kate Buchanan
Room next Wednesday.
“We did three monthsof touring atthe

| Writing each song six times and then
voting on it may seem a bit extreme, but
Ritter says “that’s the only way this band
an work.”

from Omaha for the holidays, so now

= Mary’s Danish even recorded “Ameri-

we're getting the rest of the country.”
Mazy’s Danish is touring behind

can Standard” ina

its

Of recording them track

mixing them all together later.

Creek Records. The band

-

“one, two, three ... sing!” approach, so

Leno,

“American Standard” was recorded in a

Late Night with David Letterman and in

both Rolling Stone and Spin Magazine.

Along with its new level of publicity,

albums.
structure
Goes the
we were

in todo a record ata studio and you doit
completely different with a different approach. ‘One, two, three... sing! Perfect.’
Theband’snot playing —I'm listening to

Mary’s Danish

youplay liveevery night and then you go

all really young and it was like, ‘Wow!

it on headphones.”

Let’s write songs!’” Ritter said. “It was
whatever combination anybody wanted
and it was anything goes and it was great

li

and we weren't thinking of too much of

by Chas Sandford,

Bay area.

“We wanted to play live like we really
lay,” Ritter said. “The strange thing is

every song that will go into its
hadn't really set up a
“We
because the first record (There
Wonder Truck’) that we wrote

Billy Lincoln and

60-by-80-foot room with a 30-foot ceiling

_ at George Lucas’ Skywalker studio in the

the band has taken a new approach to
producing its records: Mary’sDanishhas

gonedemocratic. Theband now voteson

nitestvack...”
Records, 1989

by track and

Ritter said she didn’t want to use the

has

anceson The TonightShow withJay

“there
a

live instead

which was picked up by a major label,
enjoyed national exposure with a

discography

totally different way.

The band plaved the songs

fourth album, “American Standard,”
Morgan

Danish

which version they liked best.

end of last year; where we did it seems
everything east of Omaha,” vocalist Julie
Ritter said in a phone interview from her
home in Los Angeles. “We flew home

one records the band put
——— “Keep abortion

legal” or

“Skateboarding is nota

anything.

crime” in the liner notes on the inside

“And the next record (‘Circa’) was the
same kind of free-for-all. ‘Wow, here we
are with thesenew writing combinations.

cover. On this record, though, the band
put addresses for Greenpeace and the
animal-rights group PETA.

Let’s just write everything that popsinto
our heads.’ And that was fun and very
productive. We had like 36 songs going

_ “Wejustgotto the point where you say
‘Keep abortion legal’ or ‘This is what we
think’ or ‘Save the earth’ or whatever,

into the record.”

and it’s like, ‘OK, so now what?” Ritter

that album, Ritter said the band realized
“the problem inherentin thatisthatifnot

sands copies of your album with ‘Keep
abortion legal.’ People go, ‘Oh, OK, right

After about a year of touring behind

everyone has a say then e
going to like the music.

e’s not

So with

this new

record we holed ourself up into aroom
for about three months and just wrote.”

The band members then went around

the table giving their

they thought a
sound. After the

ions on how

song
should
heard all the ver-

sions of the song, the members voted on

—

“So you —

out how many thou-

on.’

“But

with

this album

we

if

people want to do something we'll make
_it that much easier for them ... to phone

or write. There’s no thought process.

on

abortion legal.’ OK,

boy, that’s a

idea, I’ve been meaning to do that.

See Danish,
page 23

“Circa”
Morgan Creek Records, 1991
by Dave Jerden
and Mary’s Danish

“American Standard”

Morgan Creek Records, 1992

produced
by Peter Asher

thought

PHILIP PRIOMORE-BRC
Mary’s Danish are, from left, Dave King, Mike Barbera, James Bradiey Jr., Louis
Gutierrez, Juile Ritter, Chris Wagner and Gretchen Seager.
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Theater production puts actors talents to test
I

n “Fuente Ovejuna,” the latest pro-

duction by HSU’s theater arts deent, there aren’t just one or

two main characte. The

people of an en-

tire Spanish village are the main characters,and every actor in theensemble plays
all roles.
At each rehearsal the 16 student actors
must know every
character’s part, for the

luck of the draw decides who will play
whom.
“There are no solos,
no lead roles; every

night someone plays a
different role,” said

Jean Bazemore, theater
arts associate professor

“This method has

enhanced our
subconscious

feelings of solidarity.
It’s really exciting to

be doing
and ere
“The solidarity of the
different
village is the principle
character. It was the
idea of the ensemble to
work in this spirit of
solidarity in our craft,
justas the peopleof the
village were united in solidarity when
— rose against their o
of
instead
—
‘o use the term ensemble
cast — “implies a way of working which
respects the dignity of each other's creative spirit,”"Bazemore said, explaining
theater arts is competitive by nature, so
this approach to the play is challenging
for the actors.

“This method has enhanced our subconscious feelingsof solidarity,” said the-

ater arts senior and ensemble member
Geoffrey Case. “It’s really exciting to be
doing something different in theater.”

Spanish
Written in the early 1600s by
“Fuente
Vega,
de
playwright Lope
Ovejuna” is about the people of Fuente
Ovejuna — a village near Cordoba, Spain
the o
— whoin 1476 rose against
feudal
their
of
violence
and
sion, rape
many
.
onTnere were

d duruprisings
such ch uprisings
Ferdinand and Queen

something
in theater.”

dressed issues
relevant
in
their lives and

in

today’s

world,
Bazemore
said.
“The focus

is

rape

women,

of

rape

of theearthand

how our spirit

has

been

raped,”

she

GEOFFREY CASE

Theoverlord
takes,
consumes and oppresses the people of the village. Finally,
united, the people kill him.
It sounds violent, but it is the understanding of what drives people to violence that is learned, Case said.
In addition to the student ensemble
there are 14 community actors, including nine children ranging from 5 to 13
Ensemble member

years old, who join the ensemble once a
week. They play the same role all the
time. These actors are part of the villa
and provide a balance for the ensemble.

“The atmosphere can get tense and

heavy,” Case said. “When the children

come in, it’s great. They change the enof the the whole space.”
r the past week-and-a-half the en3 to 4 hours
semble has been
also meet in small
each day. Members
to
rehearse
different
scenes.
groups
“I feel
ae
we
Ge
Conetnts
do
to
motivated
and
very inspired

things,” he said.

Ei ma

TUMBERJACK STAFF

Isabella, but not much is known because
the events were not recorded, Bazemore
.
said.
The Fuente Ovejuna uprising was recorded in “A Chronicleof the Three Military Orders” by Radesy Andrada, a book
that caught the attention of de Vega.
This production was inspired by the
work done by students in Bazemore’s
experimental tradition class last semester. The students read de Vega’s play and
saw that it ad-

Ly

By Marylyn Palk-Nicely

MARYLYN PAIK-NICELY/THE LUMBERJACK

the play “Fuente Ovejuna”: “You would
from ne
aw ali
Actor Arnie Warshrecites

do well to honor me, for | have risked much on your account.”

The translation and adaptation of de
Vega’s play have been extremely difficult, Bazemore said.
theater method,
Through its
and the tireskills
the improvisational
of each actor, the ensemble
less
has made that adaptation.
“Fuente Ovejuna” opens in Gist Hall

Theatre Thursday at 8 p.m. The play
17-20.
March
day
Sunand
runs
is 8 p.m.
time nce
Performa
On March 20 there will be a 2 p.m.
for the Camoapa
benefit
Sister City Project and Amnesty
nal's
to have rape deefforts
Internatio
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VisitingWriters Series

Rock’n’ roll, nursery rhymes
influence English- born poet

Name: Kanae Yamaguchi
Major: Music
Year: Extended education

By Gini Berquist

Discipline: Piano
ward-winning poet
Nicholas Samaras will
read from his book
“Hands of the Saddlemaker”
Friday in Goodwin Forum as
of the English department's

' Visiting Writers Series.
Y
is

Samaras, a Yale Series of
Poets Award-winner,
toadmit influences most
t rather not speak
of.
“1 was
heavily influenced by

Joni Mitchell,

Paul

Simon,

Donovan, the Beatles—those
gone late ‘60s, early “70s,”
said in a telephone interview from Colorado. “It was
a big awakening when I found
all the singers were actually
writers, too.”

Samaras began writing sporadically at age 8 as a result of
reading nursery rhymes. He
gained a “sense of rhythm in
terms of meter” from growing
up with the familiar rhymes. He
started writing seriously in
high
school when he realized Se
could express himself better
his work.

Poet Nicholas Samaras hopes to become inspired anew this
week, when he visits the North Coast for the first time in 25
years."I'm anxious to come back and see the beach,” he says.

na

Born in England, Samaras, 38,
was raised there and in Massa-

Hometown: Kyoto, Japan

Age: 27
e When she began playing piano: “| was in kindergarten.
My sister was playing and | wanted to play like her.”
e Why she lovesIt: “If | couldn't speak, I'd still have the
feel like I’m alive.”
me s
plano. Music make
e On Kyoto: “It has two faces. First, it is a big city. Second,
there are temples and the old areas — that’s what | like.”
e Coming to America: “At first | thought the people were
so rude. They were eating with their elbows on the table.
They put their feet on the tables. But now | do it myself.”
say what
ese
people never
e Cultural differences: “Japan
they‘re
what
say
do
people
here,
they are thinking. But

thinking. Japanese people never think of themselves first.
They have to think of others. | was used to doing that. But |
think I'm different now.”
e Her own way of life: “| was more of an American type. |
my opinion. But my parents told me that was
hadays
alw
bad. They told me | had to follow what other people did.”

e Higher education: “If American students were to go fo a
Japanese college, they would want to go back home In
a month. There are too many rules. Students can'tdo
anything.”
at HSU: “This is the best time in my life. |
e Her experience
am alone her
so |e,
am very free.”
e Going back to Japan: “| really feel this country Is the

place for me fo live forever. But | have to go back unless |
can find a husband here. | am getting old. | have to find a
husband.”

— Reported
by Erin Waidner

See Samaras, page 24

TA) MAHAL CUISINE

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY

BS he

= 138 =
ay

ARTIST'S MATERIALS * CUSTOM FRAMING

ST. PADDY’S DAY SALE!
On the Quad————_A panel discussion with
audience participation

Save 17% on all Pads O’ Paper
March 17% - 20%
ad

|

LDT BRE

e

(PEN

DAYS!

12 p.m. -1 p.m.

707 - S26-BREW

CRAZY
DE
VY

COUPON
8 COONED ELET
Ls

Thursday, March 11
Multicultural
Education:
Is it in the books?

SANDWICH

10 BUFFALO}...

OOan

Rog

T

7-9 PM
2 00 OFFANY PITCHER W/ COUPOK
FOOD SPECIAL & COUPON
VALUE GOOD ON
ST. PATRICKS
DAY ONLY

Listen to all sides!
Co-Sponsored by BSU, GLBSA, MeChA, JSU, YES
In case of rain panel s will be held in either the
South Lounge or the Kate Buchanan Room.

4453155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
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Workaholics, _
night owls, *
insommniacs.
Welcome.
We have extended our store hours to MIDNIGHT,
Sunday through Thursday, and just to make sure
that you will want to take advantage of these new
late night hours, we are bringing back our famous
HAPPY HOUR discounts!

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS

here
tioedns.
one of their improvisaPictur
ock.
Harts
and Charile
are, from left, Jeff Rogers, Rachel Dratch, Joe Dempsey, Renee Albert

The Second City National Touring Company perfroms

Comedy troupe reviews
33 years of humor

?

(7pm to midnight - Sunday through Thursday)

) 5¢ copies on self-serve copiers

Gynecologists, proctologists,
Robitussin and helium arejusta
few ideas that fly when
ma
and college
audiences collide.
The Second City National
Touring Company will bring
“mirth, merrimentand song” to
Van Duzer Theatre Saturday

» $5.00 an hour on Macintosh rentals
D 50¢ laser prints

kinko’s

the copy center

night.

Open 7 Days

The Chicago-based comedy
troupe first opened its doors in

1618 G St. - Arcata 822-8712

1959 and has been providing
audiences around the country

with its innovative brand of
comedy

ever since. The Chi-

|
Finally ZEKE has
baked me my favorite
APPLE FRITTERS &
they're only 75¢
:

-

cago ueeny oa the we
began about 15
company, which
ed some
produc
years aa have
of the biggest names in comedy:

John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd, Bill
Rivers,,John Candy
Joan ay
Murr

and Martin Short.

The six-person cast will bring
to HSU areviewof the best scenes
from the past 33 years of Second
City.
“Expect comedic scenes, political scenes and insanity,” said
cast member Jeff Rogers ina tele-

sketches. The rest is up to the
audience which provides the
often bizarre and off-the-wall
tions.
improv s
challenges from
for
look
“We
the audience,” Rogers said.
The actors, for example, will
ask the audience to provide the
setting.

“Sometimes we get things like
a 7-11 or a bathroom, but we
want something challenging,
like Aztec ruins or something,”

The cast, using few props and

Rogers said.
“The Second City is like the
Oxford of humor,” said fellow

comedy

See Comedians, page 23

phone interview from Chicago.

costumes, livens the stage with
original

music and

NEW
HOURS AT
THE
DEPOT!

M-F
ateretnd

4:30
AM6:30

|Danish
Continued from page 19
I'll look up

and I'll

the

eae

ws

ene
it wasa

not right for the band.”
Having six members can be
a blessing or a curse.
ments and com:
to be made worry: and
sometimes people don't agree
with each other. Ritter
this problem off, though.
com
the band’s problems
to
the problems that occur
within a family.
“I do really think
it’s like a
family ... because you're dif-

number

want
And

Ourmusicisy’teomuch pol
cal as it is social,” Ritter said.

Besides

their albums

asa forum for

beliefs, the

band members are also using

vial tes to520 pianists, Most

actors

SF pcters bare backgrounds
in theater.

launched so many famous co-

medic careers,
up to 1,000
fuls audition each year to
come a part of the company.
“Once a year we have a huge

cattle call,” said Kelly Leonard,

Second City’s associate
produc"Tassetene lained that out of

those who
audition only a handful are picked to work with the
company on a trial basis. Those
with the right qualifications are
selected to work as permanent
cast members.
Some sketches
used in the past
include Mary, Joseph and Jesus

seeking therapy in New York,
Jean-

Paul Sartre and God, and using
theaudienceasa human orchestra.

ley Jr., helped the Beastie Boys

ferent. My

with its latest record, “Check

Your Head.” Oneof the guitar-

Because Second City has

conversations between

Mary’s Danish as a springboard for other creative ideas.
The drummer, James Brad-

Theshow beginsat8 p.m. Tickets are $10 for students and seniors, $14 for general admission.

ists, Louis Gutierrez, and the

other a
et
own and

ing

r
en
of
var bene
bab

demos now.
the past band members
would be upset or jealous when
someone would go off and play
or record with another band.
According to Ritter, that attitude has changed.
“Now we encourage it,”
Ritter said. “Because if people
can
do anything
else then
it’s
less conflict. We don’t feel like
we have to get all our creative
frustrations
out in Mary’s Danish.
“If I can do a folk project
with somebody else that’s
great because

that means

I

won't necessarily om
tg
these folk ideas to Mary’s
Danish where ultimately —
ably — the band would say,
‘That's really neat, but that’s

parents are very

_
]

different than Tam yetour conmon link is that we belong to
this family,” Ritter said.
“Whatever our differences
are, they're understood. Or
they’redealt
with if they’ resort
of weird, tension-creating differences, or celebrated if
they’re interesting. And that’s
the way that this band is.”

Come join us- Monday, March 15th.
Open all day!

_ Corn Beef and Cabbage Feed
:

2p.m. to 9p.m.

All you can eat! $4.99

Ritter, however, just wants

THURSDAY

SPECIALS

9p.m. to midnight

Something Early, Something Late
—— Earty- 8:30 to 10:30-——

Green Beer, M ic

oe

©1057 H Street ¢ Arcata ° 822-4650 «

fortable.”

50¢ Miller Geniune on Tap

$1.00 Shots of Schnapps
—=Late- 10:30 to 12:30-——

75¢ Sierra Nevada on =
$1.50 shots of Cuervo Gold

Are you an Earl
Late-comer or

&

Et
ss

Breakfast served until 3p.m. daily

er

LIVE MUSIC

=

meals—

where we're most well-known
and played the most often. It’s
where we usually have packed
housesorenthusiastic crowds.
It’s not so much about discovery butmore about being com-

Domestic Longnecks $1.50
Shots of Schnapps $1.50

Bs

SS SS SS

tour is) mostly West coast

midnight

ms

me
=

Sierra Nevada- Old Foghorn
at Happy Hour Prices!

to play music. After two
months in Los Angeles she
can’t wait to get back on the
road.
“I can’t go a month without
playing,” Ritter said.
“It’s a new year and the
to us. (The
are still new
songs

[WEONESDAY SPECIAL

we
Ps

Bird,
th¢

’ Rock & Roll!
“Irish

Coffees, Irish

+

Tee

HS
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Samaras

wiommerone|

,

ets, the New York Foundation

© Continued from page 21
a :

City

Crescent

re

School

High

Mok ne

Mad

onna

a

for

It was the North Coast that

i

from Holy Cross Greek

oo Seahhaniy, Wsle-eumepleting his Doctorate of En-

plish and Creative Writing at

Saturday night, Mock

Since moving to

Today, Samarasadmiresthe | drag, John Travolta lookalikes

and also finds the Bible to be |

acters.

inspiring.
“Temata said he was very
excited about coming back the

Funded by the Canyon Hall
Council, this annual lip-sync
has been a tradition durcontest

in 25 years.
“I’m hoping to write some

Week since 1984.
Taking first place for the sec-

comes

North Coast for the first time | ing Residence Hall Association

California,

new poems for the area and | ond year in a row, biology

from the Pacific. The landme.”
scape—it really shaped

the geography,” he said. “I’m
Samaras has been published
to come back and
in “The New Yorker,” “The very anxious
Paris Review,” “American _ see the beach.”
nat7|
will
The reading
Scholar” and other magazines.

He hasalso won awardsfrom

p.m.

ee

arabes

sophomore Scott Whipple and
his shirtless sidekicks pera
onna.
©

Whipple won a $150 gift certificate to the Bayshore Mall for
his risque performace of “Express Yourself” and his pumpingand grinding rendition of
“Likea Virgin.”
“It was obvious he put a lot of
time into the act. It wasn’t a
spare moment kind of thing,”
said Assistant Director of Dining Services Ron Rudebock, one
of the four judges this year. “1
think the second act might have
been alittle bit much, butmaybe
I’m getting conservative in my
old age.”
Second place and a $100 gift
certificate went to A.C.K. for its
playful version of “Reproduction” and its exhausting performance of “Star Trekkin’.”
The living group

advisors

from Red wood and Sunset halls
formed The Hill and took third
place and a $50 gift certificate

ANNA MOORE/THE LUMBERJACK
Madonna,

aka Scott

for its collage of acts ranging
from the “Oompah

Loom

Song” to a medley of music and
skits.
The unmentioned talentof the

BOOKS

Whether it's cool and blue or red hot, jazz sounds

better on Digital Cable Radio. It’s uninterrupted.
In flawless digital sound. Along with 17 other
music channels. Directly from their cable into your
sterco system. And it costs less than what youd pay for
a single CD. Dig it.

CABUE

RADIO

Free Digital

‘Sharon Doubiago}
reads from her
book-length poem

Cable Radio
Installation

443-3127

wired,

SOT

, belts out “Express Yourself”

while his “props,” All Gilmore (left) and Brett Gillum, look on.

NORTHTOWN

Offer

alli

‘93

work of the Church Fathers, | and Saturday Night Live char-

Much of my i

alia

was a combination of men in

lastpoeminhisprize-winning

“I was very influenced by
living in California,” he said.
“Those were very good times.

aan

Making a mockery of music
le last
for more than 400

inspired Samaras to write

book is set in Requa.

cl

.

tion to a Master of Fine Arts

University of Denver.

In fact,the

it

es

Writer’s Conference. In addi- | By Julle Yamoreky

his freshman year and partof
his sophomore year.

some of his

takes

for the Arts and Breadloaf

chusetts. From 1968to 1969he

nied ts

’

ees

night was the Whoremoans,
with its fast-rapping Sir Mix-a-

Lot song “Baby Got Back” and
its wacky and colorful m
of the B-52’s’ “Love Shack.”

SPOR
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Competitive spirit starts with the coach
YUU

@ Winning isn't everything for Coach

Frank Cheek. Winning is the only thing.
a

YX

Cheek had immediate success,
winning the conference the first
three years in a row.
“My daughter transferred
from
Sonoma State and we won
two conference championships
with her and then another one, a
third. Last year we got beat by

sah ct

HSU softball Coach Frank
Cheek loves to win.
In his 24 seasons of coaching
at Humboldt Cheek has more
wins than any coach in HSU’s
history.
In four seasons
of coach- Hayward,whowasnumber two
in the country,” Cheek said.
ing
hehasled the women
Cheek appears to be heading
to three conference titles and two
into another successful season.
west regional playoffs.
“The best part of my job is The Lumberjacks are in first
winning
and we've won a lot place and undefeated.
“We have the best defensive
more
we've lost,” Cheek
said. “The worst
part of my job is team I’ve seen at Humboldt,”
Cheek said.
losing. It’s that simple.”
“Inawinning season thecoach
Cheek came to Humboldt in
does less coaching because a lot
1969 to coach wrestling. In 1984
of things fall into place for you.
he coached his first
lteam,
“You don’t have to innovate. You
the Arcata High School girls.
“My daughter was playing
for don’t have to make things happen if you have good people
ArcataHigh and her sophomore
and
ee agers
year ne do dapretty _— team
to
have
le,”
and got
beat. I felt that Icould do en
Cheek said.
ails
a better job,” Cheek said.
One of those good people is
Two yearslater
the Arcata girls
Kelly
Wolfe. Wolfe,a sophomore
were named the best AA divi, has earned ten wins and
sion team in California by USA
Today. His daughter, a pitcher, one save in the 11 games she has
pitched in.
e
was named best player.
“Usually
we're
successful,
he
In 1989 Cheek left Arcata High
really knows the game,” Wolfe
to coach softball at HSU,
said. “He’s tough, really disci“Humboldt State was oin
plined and he loves to win. It’s
to offer softball
or soccer,”
tough sometimes. He’s nervous
said. “A committee was formed
around game time. He starts yellat that time and the committee
was leaning more towards soc- ing a lot and we start running a
cer because there was already a lot. He’s either a teddy bear or a
tiger depending on whether we
coach on campus. I told the comwin or lose,” Wolfe said.
mittee to not let that influence
Cheek’s competitive spirit
their decision because I would
goes
beyond his coaching.
Che k
coach softball.”

heek

Saturday was a perfect day tor
rugby—if you weren’t from
Santa

Cc ruz.
The UCSC

rs left their beach

only to be outweather behind
scrummed, out-tackled and out-scored
by HSU under grey North Coast skies.
The first-string “A” team held UCSC

to a scoreless second half while rackin a 43ing up the points, culminating
9 vi

\|

md

ROGER KANE/THE LUMBERJACK

“It was our ability to get to the ball,
ards, and
work of the
his
whicthe

“Wood owes me dinner,”
Cheek said. “He had mentioned

(Rich) Murphy was having some

practice shots and he said no. So
I said let me take five and he said
no.

I don’t know how it got about

“He gave me three shots and I

trouble from the three-pointline.

but I told him I could do it. He
said he’d bet me a hundred dollars I couldn’t make five of 20. I

eae, i

to the win,”

to break tackles that
Team Captain James

Cannon said.
also,”
wellly
“Our packs played real

Cannon said, commenting on the

—Ray Larsen

Three named to all-NCAC
team for men’s basketball
Murphy was selectedto
HSU’s Rich
the men’s basketball an Northern California Athletic Conference first team this

a six-foot, seven-inch junior
m Simi Valley, led the Lumscoring with a season average

forward
eae

of 18.5 points per

oe

20.5

panetieh

8.

a good start again this season. This weekend
a tough Sonoma team in a pair of 1-0 games.
bounced one ball at my feet. He
want to take
was talking to me the whole time.
I can hit five.’
I missed the first four or five and
got a basketthen I starting —s them. I
ball and said let me take some

Softball Coach Frank Cheek has the team off to
HSU beat San Francisco State 19-0 and 11-0 and
told him ‘I don’t
recently beat HSU basketball
your money, but
coach Tom Wood in a three“So I went and
pointer shooting contest.

17-0.
At anything, we need to work on our
discipline,” Cannon said. “We gota lot of
ties and if they were able to capitalize on them we might not have won;
certainly not by so much.”
win brings the team’s record
Saturday’s
is away when it
next
‘s
to 4-1.
on Berkeley. The team returns March
takes
20 to playSt. Mary’s at the Arcata Sports
Complex.

Monday.
Murphy,

a

a OOOO

The “B” team followed with a 19-5 win
over the visiting ruggers, and a third, “C”
in a final half of
Ui
defeated
_

slugs from Santa Cruz

YYAAO)
CY
SN
KO
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WOO
Y
Oy
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xy yyy 0X) Re es KA) ®,

eAX s

dominating scrums that repeatedly
for HSU. “We were
gained ball possession
also bigger than them and used it to our
advantage,” Cannon said.

Rugby squashes the

TU

and scored at a

AC play. He scored a

points against Sonoma State

missed them all. He talked to me

finished nine for 19. I feel bad

only

though,”

Cheek also has an on-going
wager with a student over his

me behind the back passes. He

Sportsmanship team.
Rodney Dickerson, a six-foot, two-inch

nine

Cheek said.

and tried to rattle me. He gave

Murphy wasalso selected to the NCAC

making

See Cheek, page 26

tice, Rodney Dickerson earned a qualifier with a 163-4 toss of the discus.

Alex MacLeitch impressed Coach

senior center from Kansas City, Mo. and
Chris Guptill, a six-foot, three-inch junior
forward from Modesto were awarded
honorable mention in the vote of conference coaches.

James Williams with his school-record

Track hits stride in time
for only home meet

Stanislaus

javelin throw of 189-4 after a rapid
rehabilitation.
“He exemplifies what student-athletes are all about,” Williams said.
When HSU goes up against
Saturday

at 10 a.m.,

standouts to watch for the Warriors
will be Geoff Bradshaw, who has the
longest javelin throw in the NCAC

After an im
ive performance at
Stanford last weekend, HSU’s track and
field teams come home to face Stanislaus
in the only dual meet at Redwood Bowl
this year.
Five provisional “B” qualifying standards for the Division II national championships were ca
by HSU athletes,
bringing
the total to six in only the second
meet of the year for the Lumberjacks.
Denise Walker added her second qualifier of the season, clocking in with a
4:37.27
in the 1,500 meters, while Juan Ball

sprinted to a qualifier
in the 200 with a
time of 24.98. Tonia Coleman was the
third female runner to make the list for
HSU, earning the mark with a 1:04.30 in

the 400 meter hurdles.
Robert Fisher's 24-2 '/, long jump was
a personal
best as well as a “B” qualifier

that earned him the second place on the
all-ti
HSU me
list. With one week of prac-

this season, and All-American runner
Carrie Luis.

— Ryan Jones

Men’s volleyball kills

foes; digs winning
Men’s volleyball went undefeated
in its last home matches increasing its
record to 10-3 overall.
The Lumberjacks defeated Chico

State Friday night 15-4, 15-6, 13-15, 15Sand went on Saturday to beat Sonoma
State 15-2, 15-2, 15-2.

Middle Blocker Tony Mertz led the

team in kills both nights with 24 each
and Dennis Callahan led the defense
on Saturday with 13 digs.
The team will travel this weekend
toplay SacramentoState and UN Reno.
— Jen Kinavey

Cheek
© Continued from page 25

Name: Alex MacLeitch

grade.

Code yey enti?

sideeeetaty

I told him ifhe gotanA
my class.

Sport: Javelin
Hometown: Ukiah, Calf.

dinner and he better not make it

Age: 22

he got a C he'd take me out for

close,” la
Cheek

Cheek.

very serigrades

ously. The softball team had the
—.

“Logo Contest”
Short Course Triathlon.

Searching for a new look! $50.00 PRIZE

for best entry. Deadline is MARCH

12th.

If you have and questions call 826-6011 or
come by the intramural office.

Drop-In Recreation Hours:
WEDNESDAY
eDrop-in Basketballe

7-9p.m. East Gym
eDrop-in Volleyballe
7-9p.m. West Gym
eDrop-in Kayakinge
HSU Pool
7:30-9:30p.m.

f=
=

c

FRIDAY

eDrop-in Badmintone
10-12 noon. East Gym
Weight Roome
10-12 noon, 2-4p.m.

SUNDAY

eDrop-in Basketballe
11-2p.m. East Gym

Major: Art/Fisheries
Year: Junior

if he got a B we were even and if

him out for steak dinner,

I‘dtake

INTRAMURAT
HIGHLIGHTS

Athlete of the Week |

grades last year of any

team.

Cheek runs a study hall two
ts a week. If an athlete’s
grades are low, attendance is
| mandatory.
“I'm the only coach who runs
study hall. Itell the parents when
I recruit that I’m ee
said.
trackof myathletes,”
es is
athlet
his
of
track
Keeping
duties.
many
s
= one of Cheek’
dget cuts have eliminated his
assistant coach.
Now Cheek must find time to
do the little important tasks that
an assistant normally does, plus
find time for recruiting.
“The job is arduous. I spent all
morning on a computer work-

and now the
ing up an itin
trip is cancelled,” Cheek said.
“Our schedule changes with the

weather. .

“I come in contact with over
a year. If you recruit
200 people
someone you make at least 25 to
35 communications with them,
phone calls, letters, visits —
that’s. lot of involvement. You
can’t win unless you recruit,”
‘
Cheek said.
Budget cuts effect the team in
other ways too. Although HSU
has the most successful softball
team in the conference, Humboldt does not have a softball
field. The team practices in the
field house.

lin
w@ What he did: Set a new HSU record in the jave
toss of 189 feet. four inches. The previous
wiath

record was 184 feet, two inches and set by Brian

Blackburnin 1990.
a lot
@ How he felt about it: “1 felt like | could throw It
>
farther. It was only our second meet. The throw
and
didn’t feel smooth, plus | was at Stanford
grass. It was real choppy.”
off ng
throwi
@ Why track?: “I turned to track cause | have real
bad knees from playing football. It was a way to
keep working out and stay competitive.”
with mmy
@ Last season's injury: “| had a proble
ableg to
elbow — | had a cyst removed. Not bein
throw at all last season gave me a lot of time to
think about throwing and what | had to do next
season.”

@ Throwing after the injury: “What basically turned it
oround for me was putting a tourniquet around my

elbow and tightening it before | throw. | probably
couldn't throw without it because elbow injuries are
pretty common in javelin throwing.”
@ Coach Wiliams comments: “Alex came back
sooner than | expected. He’s worked hard to come

back from his injury.“

4

°

“The field house is great but

I'd like to have to have some heat

in there. We've got a nice facility

as far as it looks, but its a dun-

geon. It’s cold. I’ve been in there
when it’s hailing outside and it’s
warmer outside than it is inside.
It’s not conducive; if the presi-

dent of the university had to teach

— Reported by Greg Magnus

a class in there, or any of these
would
they rs,
other administrato
stuOur
is.
it
cold
realize how
dents are freezing up there. It
should be a top priority,” Cheek
said.
Fortunately for the softball
team, Cheek won't let a little
adversity slow him down.

eDrop-in Volleyballe

12-1:45p.m. West Gym
eDrop-in Badmintone
2-4p.m. East Gym

Upcoming Tournaments:

Rtas tanatess" 8

“March Madness”
(5 on 5) BasketballTournament

March 19& 20. Don’t miss out!

Cost: $60 Student Team * $100 Community Team.

Innertube Water Polo Tournament

March 20 & 21. Get your team together now!

Cost: $10 Student Team * $15 Community Team.

Undefeated Intramural Ulu
SOFTBALLGels * Agent Orange ¢ Little Debbies
Team USA ¢ Black Sox ¢ Chelsea
Foul Play * Mystic Squids * Emerald Dragons
BASKETBALLGym Rats ¢ Behind In Rent * Steve Kesner
Gold ¢ PHI SI Dunka * Buckeye
Green
Lazzar Realty * Jokers * Gym Rats(B)» GRAD

King of Sports

,

ATIONALLYNK
AS COMEDY ?
HOUR. &
3525 JANES RD., ARCATA,
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TAKE THE GIUNTOLI

EXIT, 822-1050
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Pitcher joins the Wolfe pack to be at the opposition
looking for a new
school
conflicts arose with
her coachand she was faced with
the prospect of not being able to
play softball.

Twenty-year-old sophomore
Terra Anderson, a transfer student from
Young University at Hawaii, forfeited an
athletic scholarship to pitch for
the HSU women’s softball team.
Anderson
was heavily
recruited

out of high
school and
chose to attend BYU
Hawaii, an
extension of

theBrigham
Young University

“At that point she contacted

us,” said Coach Frank Cheek.
“Weasked permission from BYU
Hawaii to recruit her. They subsequently
released

Women’s softball
Northern California Athletic Conference
Conterence
HSU
UC Davis
Chico
Sonoma
Hayward
Stanislaus
SF State

1
3
2
2
1
0

in

Salt
City, Utah.
She chose BYU Hawaii because she was offered an athletic
scholarship and could practice
her second favorite sport, surfing.

At BYU, Anderson pitched almost every game of her freshmen year.
Asa result of overpitching she
developed tendonitis and was
forced to sit out her sophomore

- year.

5
7
7
7
9

Overall
WL
Pa.
18 0 1.000
15 1 936
9 7
«62
11 12 478
6 11 312
6 10 375
2 12 .142

her.
“I’ve
never been

on a really
good team.
It’s exciting
knowing
that wehave
the talent
and that this

year we could go out there and
do it,” Anderson said.
The women’s softball team
kicked off its season ranked 11th
in the NCAA Division II, one of

two non-scholarship schools in
the top 20.
Anderson is ori
ly from
Laguna Beach. She
n pitching at an early age and
a
pitching coach for seven years.
“T’ve been pitching since
I was
pretty young. Basically, my goal

was to get an athletic scholarship,” Anderson said.
She wasa standout at Laguna
Beach High School where she
was a three-time “Most Valuable Player” for the softball team.
“Thereare certain pitches she’s
going to have trouble with and
westay away from those,” Cheek
said.
“She doesn’t like it because it
limits her effectiveness, but we
have to protect her. It’s going to
be a long season.”
Anderson is currently a
backup pitcher for Kelly Wolfe,
but Cheek expects her to come
into her own in a few weeks.
Anderson realizes that her injury affects her performanceand
doesn’t mind being a backup.
“1 still get to play almost every game,” Anderson said. She
has already picked up a win
against San Francisco State.
“She's a lefty, that’s her
strength,” Cheek said. “She has
a natural curve. She keeps the
ball inside on right-handed hittersso they can’tswing through.”
Cheek is im
with his
pitchi

this season and

think
it s
will be a big plus for a
strong team.

1993 ROCKHOPPER®
RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

Terra Anderson had her strongest performance of the season
this weekend in the second game versus Sonoma State with
five scoreless innings.
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paged25
fromue
© Contin
grade.
“He told me he'd Ret an Ain
I told him ifhe gotanA
my class.
him out for steak dinner,

I‘'dtake

if he got a B we were even and if
he got a C he'd take me out for
dinner and he better not make it
Cheek.
close,” la

grades very seriCheek
ously. The softball team had the
grades last year of any

—

team.

Cheek runs a study hall two

nights a week. If an athlete’s

‘“Logo Contest”

Short Course Triathlon.

Searching for a new look! $50.00 PRIZE

for best entry. Deadline is MARCH

12th.

If you have and questions call 826-6011 or
come by the intramural office.

Drop-In Recreation Hours:
WEDNESDAY
eDrop-in Basketballe
7-9p.m.

East Gym

7-9p.m.

West Gym

eDrop-in Volleyballe

Genuine

eDrop-in Kayakinge

a

7:30-9:30p.m.

tisu

Pool

FRIDAY

eDrop-in Badmintone
10-12 noon. East Gym
eWeight Roome

10-12 noon, 2-4p.m.

SUNDAY
eDrop-in Basketballe

grades are low, attendance is
mandatory.
“I’m the only coach who runs
study hall. Itell the parents when
I recruit that I’m going to —
said.
track of my athletes,”
trackof his athletes is
one of Cheek’s many duties.
dget cuts have eliminated his
assistant coach.
Now Cheek must find time to
do the little important tasks that
an assistant normally does, plus
find time for recruiting.
“The job is arduous. I spent all
morning on a computer working up an itinerary and now the
trip is cancelled,” Cheek said.
“Our schedule changes with the

weather...

“I come in contact with over

200 peoplea year. If you recruit

someone you make at least 25 to
35 communications with them,
phone calls, letters, visits —
that’s.a lot of involvement. You
can’t win unless you recruit,”
;
Cheek said.
in
team
the
effect
cuts
Budget
other ways too. Although HSU
has the most successful softball
team in the conference, Humboldt does not have a softball
field. The team practices in the
field house.

Athlete of the Week )
Name: Alex MacLeitch

Major: Art/Fisheries
Year: Junior

Sport: Javelin

Hometown: Ukiah, Calif.

Age:22

@ What he did: Set a new HSU record in the Javelin
toss of 189 feet, four inches. The previous
wiath

record was 184 feet, two inches and set by Brian
Blackburn in 1990.
ita lot
@ How he felt about It: "I felt like | could throw
. ow
The thr
farther. It was only our second meet
didn’t feel smooth, plus | was at Stanford and
throwing off grass. It was real choppy.”
@ Why track?: "| turned to track cause | have real
bad knees from playing football. It was a way to
keep working out and stay competitive.”
with mmy
® Last season’s injury: “| had a proble
ableg to
a cyst removed. Not bein
had w
— | o
elb
throw at all last season gave me a lot of time to
think about throwing and what | had to do next
season.”

@ Throwing after the injury: “What basically turned it
around for me was putting a tourniquet around my

elbow and tightening it before | throw. | probably

couldn't throw without it because elbow injuries are

pretty common in javelin throwing.”
B Coach Williams comments: “Alex came back
sooner than | expected. He’s worked hard to come
back from his injury.”

Magnus
Greg ed
— Repoby rt
“The field house is great but

I'd like to have to have some heat
in there. We've gota nice facility

as far as it looks, but its a dun-

geon. It’s cold. I’ve been in there
when it’s hailing outside and it’s
warmer outside than it is inside.
It’s not conducive; if the president of the university had to teach

a class in there, or any of these
other administrators, they would
realize how cold it is. Our students are freezing up there. It
should be a top priority,” Cheek
said.
Fortunately for the softball
team, Cheek won't let a little
adversity slow him down.

11-2p.m. East Gym
eDrop-in Volleyballe
12-1:45p.m. West Gym

eDrop-in Badmintone
2-4p.m. East Gym

Upcoming Tournaments:
“March Madness”
?

)

;

(5 on 5) BasketballTournament

March 19& 20. Don’t miss out!

Cost: $60 Student Team ¢ $100 Community Team.
Innertube Water Polo Tournament

March 20 & 21. Get your team together now!

Cost: $10 Student Team ¢ $15 Community Team.

Undefeated Intramural Teams:
SOFTBALL* Little Debbies
Purple Gels * Agent
Chelsea
Team USA ° Black Sox *
Foul Play * Mystic Squids * Emerald Dragons
BASKETBALLGym Rats ¢ Behind In Rent * Steve Kesner
Green Gold ¢ PHI SI Dunka * Buckeye
Lazzar Realty * Jokers * Gym Rats(B)» GRAD

King

of Sports

C

ATIONALLYNK
AS COMEDY ?
HOUR. &
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Pitcher joins the Wolfe pack to be at the o pposition
for a new
school
conflicts arose with
her coachand she was faced with
the prospect of not being able to
play softball.
“At that point she contacted
us,” said Coach Frank Cheek.
“Weasked permission from BYU
Hawaii to recruit her. They subsequently
released

ee
Twenty-year-old
Terra Anderson, a
dent from
versity at Hawaii,

sophomore
transfer stuYoung Uniforfeited an

athletic scholarship to pitch for

the HSU women’s softball team.
Anderson
was heavily

versity

Conference

Overall

o-nnos5set

18

in

Salt
City, Utah.
She chose BYU Hawaii because she was offered
an athletic
scholarship and could practice
her second favorite sport, surfing.

At BYU, Anderson pitched almost every game of her freshmen year.
Asa result of overpitching she
developed tendonitis and was
forced to sit out her sophomore

year.

WoL

0

15 1
9 7

H@Oa>

eonnrnnqa

Bsuusege

the Brigham
Young Uni-

her.

Northern California Athletic Conference
@aeowoer

school and
chose to attend BYU
Hawaii, an
extension of

Women’s softball

ey

recruited

out of high

Pet.
1.000

938
«62

12 A78

11.312
10 .375

12 .142

“I’ve
never been

on a really
good team.
It’s exciting

knowing

that wehave
the talent
and that this

year we could go out there and
do it,” Anderson said.
The women’s softball team
kicked off its season ranked 11th
in the NCAA Division IL, one of

two non-scholarship schools in
the top 20.
Anderson is originally from

Laguna Beach. She
n pitching at an early age and had a
pitching coach for seven years.
sinceI was
“T’ve been pitchi
y, my goal
pretty young. Basi

.

Q

was to get an athletic scholar-

ship,” Anderson said.
She was a standout at Laguna
Beach High School where she
was a three-time “Most Valuable Player” for the softball team.
“Thereare certain pitches she’s
going to have trouble with and
westay away from those,” Cheek
said.
“She doesn’t like it because it
limits her effectiveness, but we
have to protect her. It’s going to
be a long season.”
Anderson is currently a
backup pitcher for Kelly Wolfe,
but Cheek expects her to come
into her own in a few weeks.
Anderson realizes that her injury affects her performanceand
doesn’t mind being a backup.
“I still get to play almost every game,” Anderson said. She
has already picked up a win
against San Francisco State.

“She's a lefty, that’s her
strength,” Cheek said. “She has
a natural curve. She keeps the
ball inside on right-handed hittersso they can’tswing through.”
Cheek is impressed with his
pitching squad this season and
think
it s
will be a big plus for a
strong team.

1993 ROCKHOPPER®
RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

Terra Anderson had her strongest performance of the season
this weekend in the second game versus Sonoma State with
five scoreless Innings.
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The Lumberjack is recyclable. So don’t throw it
away like a ninny. Be a good eco-conscious
person and recycle it. The earth will thank you.
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EDITORIAL

March 10, 1993

Criticism and discussion welcome, not censorship
The free
of ideas is essential for social progress, and
reader reaction to a guest column
inthe March3 edition is strong and
heartfelt.
The Lumberjack is committed to
a forum for the exchange of
ideas
and believes that onlyby pub-

lishing diverse opinions can it

maintain its integrity.
The Lumberjack enjoys constitutional
ion for what it pub-

lishes.

The First Amendment gives

the media.— es
the print
media —a high degree of freedom
government control.

aa

ia to strive

ne

for impartiality

w

facilitating debate.
7
This paper knows that with freedom comes responsibility — responsibility for what it prints, responsibility to comply
the law
and responsibility to its readers.
Part of the responsibility to readers includes mi
torical
problems in the media, including
inadequate cov
of minorities.
Historically, coverage of ethnic
roups,
women,
divergent
tyles and non-mainstream religion has not been specific, impartial or placed in adequate context.
The Lumberjack understands
how language and images can reinforce or perpetuate hierarchies
and inequality. This paper contin-

ues to work toward neutrality
and
fair coverage forall groups on campao
and in the community.
t withan

— by a staff
writer ora oceeett contributor —
is a wholly insufficient reason to
deny its publication.

equa

4

The criteria for publication are

simple: the item must have current
news value, it must conform to the
cyboronthspage
Lumberjackpo licy

and it must not be libelous
scene or Oey
Seen oe
a
as the courts have defined these

“The Lumberjack does not presume to move ahead of the courts
in d
what to publish. The

limits set by he

Re

vague. Te Su
ways been re douse
most fundamental of democratic
rights— the right of free expression.
Restricting controversial material
from
publication
is counterproductive
because it does not allow
worthless ideas to be shown for
what they are; the same censorship
can prevent oe
ideas from
ever seeing the light of day.
The Lantberieck encourages
readers to comment and.criticize
when they disagree with
published
material, but hopes to always err

on the side of free expression.
s

Letters to the editor
Hatred as religion
It is distressing when people use religion to justify prejudice and to promote
intolerance.
Unfortunately, history is replete with
examples of the misuse or narrow inter—
of religious passages to pro-

hatred.

Chris Arendt’s article in the
opinion
section of the March 3 Lumberja
issue
is another example.
The bombing of the World Trade Center, apparently by a Muslim fundamentalist group, and the use of an obscure
of Revelations
to justify the Christian cult in Waco, Texas, are recent reminders of the ways people misuse religion.
The
being that we were taught
about is a loving, accepting one.

Statementot policies
Questions regarding the ediiorial content of The
should be dractad to the editor.
The Lumberjack editorial ie written based on the
opinions of the writers, not necessarily those of The Lumberjack
or ke staff members. The
welcomes submissions
for guest columns.
must be typed and less than 600 words.
Letters to the Editor can be mailed or delivered to
The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, H8U, Arcata,
Call. 06621. ee
ee
eee
and must be 200 words or lees. Letiere
eohumes mast Inetede the waiters name,
phene ramateer,
and majer end yeer in.eshost
@ Gem
pmag = Ahayn be orn ia
for grammar,
eae, content and length.

current catalog, page
page 386, refers to our
university asa
community,a place
where the well-being of each member
is
sensitively supported,” and where “students accord one another the fundamental respect due to fellow human beings
and they
the various cultural traditions which contribute to the richness
of our human heritage.”
As members of a new campus committee that has been formed to promote acceptance and understanding of gays, lesbians and bisexuals on campus, we regard responding to opinions such as Mr.
Arendt’s as one of our responsibilities
and encourage others to do the same.
Edward Webb

vice-president, student affairs
Tina Bennefield
clubs ando:
tions
Beck
senior, psychology

problems such as iden-
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crigis, addiction
and suicide.

ious condemnation also misin-

forms other adults:
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ts and teachers.
not challenged,
sy eee
gay youth receiv. but also
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can have severe consequences.
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or
those homosexuals who survived
uth, homo

continues
into adult-

eras

itisim

. Even

many homosexuals

in

t religions
are

t
human

Sotetions and therefore subject to human mistakes.

Hope comes from a movement
of reli-

gions moving

toward full acceptance of

omosexuals.

In the name of God?
many pe
as Pp!
A
wantanything to do with God when it a
from
to God's followers
that
God doesn’t want anything to do with

period in the

period in

ee
ee te
Petal brcukgurtaerastantant
byGod may suppress
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formed very rel something
rthing not ofered

senior, cea
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psychology

A place for homosexuals
ee.
ty, 0

to the artide “Homosexu-

same-sex
love was unfairly

contrasted with alcoholism, the author
erroneoysly concludes that male homo-

sexaltyls unhealthy fori
In

viduaeand

can Indian culture
gays and

-

OT

berjack printing columns where Chrisone cama ppg Cian
ore
one column ripping
or that
lifestyle.
I don’t need a book of ancient
triarchal
to tell me what I know

my heart is true — that acts
unhealthy for the world, suchas the Span-

ish Inquisition,
the Crusades, transporting slaves to the New World, the Trailof
Tears, witch lyn

and the recent

Gulf War are not related to any real God.
Paul Gafton

senior, physical science

Jeff Bernstein

hobia, justified
in the name of
ate hurts and even kills

Youth
outh isis aa significant cant

Sa

lesbians were not ridiculed or d
»
but had special functionsin
which,
amongman
included matchmakers and faith healers called berdaches.
In fact, itis only in this absurdly repressive and rigid tradition that gays are cona tacomiendean
One

The Bible
as guide?
If Chris Arendt wants to use
as a guide, let’s send
to Lazio’s
because shrimp and crab are taboo (Deut.

ee

and rabbitat the Co-op
Deut 14:7-8).
147 Let’s police the churches,
slacehendicappedecdishgured worlbar.

See Letters, page 29
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Religion and homosexuality

Scriptures teach love and tolerance

pupansgreteeee

actually begins at verse 13, with the main
ts found at verse 21, “When they

n the March 3 column “Homosexual

ity,” written by

major Chris

pl

umn on he tate c of
and the Bible, there were

“nner mgr hone

s
and those of Jesus specifically.
He further states that “an adequate

of the Bible is necessary
in order to make an informed decision

about homosexuality.” Yet, rather than

he takes
an
trying to
it to
uses
and
context
of
out
Scripture
his own narrow viewpoint.
" Ferticlariyrepugpantiomeand many

to is the implication that

I have

for homo-

AIDS is God's

among
what
and
drug users and minorities;
about the fact that outside of the United
States transmission is primarily heteroof it every day
sexual, with many dying
—
in parts of Africa?Is this
for being part of the Third World
And as for AIDS in the gay community, nearly all statistical analysis has
shown that HIV transmission has dedue in large
creased in this population,
part to successful educational programs

and changes in behavior.
As for the Scripture oa: it bethis,” or in
gins with the phrase, “For
aah word ae
= ae
recogmajor w
an
I
being
is
that
conclusion
nize that this isa
conclud
made. The argument being

Letters:
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fruit

tingly eat
(Lev. 19:23).

There seem more fulminations

the

y

nst homosexuality —
than
for TV evangelists.
so much
We'd also better stockpile
rocks around Arcata to stone to
death unruly sons and faithless
about keepwr aa

seems to be

uncondemned in the first-cenof the Bible.
tury
Jesus set humankind
You say

“free from the law of sin and

death.” But apparently not the

law of “entropy.”

your English
Assuming
s viewof human heredity

you really

t

parents, etc.

he is in Christ Jesus he is “free from the

While
it is true’that
continuous sexual
activity is believed to be a factor in AIDS
to blame an entire commutransmission,
nity for the actions of a few is bigotry,
pure
and simple.
man makes
Arendt said “The spiritual
about all things, but he himjudgments
self is not subject to any man’s judgment.” (1 Cor. 2:15). But we must also
remember Jesus’ words, “For what judg-

wish; or as Thomas Jefferson said:

they reject God.”

ment ye judge, ye shall be judged; and

with what measure ye mete, it shall be
to you again.” (Matthew 7:2).
measured

of the Gay, Lesbian
Gadow is the co-chair
on anda mathAssociati
Student
Bisexual
and
ematics senior.
He is also a former member of the Metropolitan Community Church of Tucson, Arizona, where he served as deacon for a yearand-a-half.

whatsoever, do

theloving,com-

onate Christ of the New
mnthuen
amconde
would
‘est

It's funny that the minute a
woman discusses rape she is labeled a male-basher. We live ina
culture of silence.
We are told to keep the injustices in our society quiet, to not

whine or complain about
them.The truth is, silence is part
of what perpetuates injustice.
It’s unfortunate that many
le will read Chris Gardner's
opinion column, “Extremists
hurt cause,” without having read
my letter to which he refers. It
would be easy to simply assume
Gardner’s accusations are
founded.
Mr. Gardner has evidenced
exactly what I was talking about

in my original letter. It’s interesting to watch The Lumberjack
te this.
Tcan now uve ave.
rather,
rape;

Roses

we diecunsing of it, the stating

that it must stop, the taking action to stop it.

Well, in this situation I am
proud to be an extremist.
Dora Grosaman
senior, social work

sh the
laws or
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that
flowers
not
Does
color?
stamens or an unusual
God water them all with nourishing rain?
Mr. Arendt correctly points out that
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little
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I
But
one’s sexual orientation.
intolerance is not hereditary but learned
sin.
greater ,
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to choose to
able
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not
may
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Agay
n
love a woman buta Christia ought to be
able to choose tolerance. We can choose
i
Do the lilies

toa also has faith that because

law of sin and death,” and that because
he is a spiritual man he can “make
judgments
ae cary ae”
not subject to any man’s j
z=”

when

veness synonyAre not love and
are to concern
We
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within
mote
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eye before we concern ourselves with the
e
in others’.
mot
The cure for anxiety and cares about
the lilyrof
the carnal world is to “conside

woman, praying in public, killing, dis-
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Tuie dl todll anh quod, te everyees

has the right to believe whatever they

“ It matters little to me if my neighbor
ee

to follow Jesus, the most tolerant and

to ever live, or we
pacific human
can look in the Bible for references to
our prejudices.
"Thceens know that the only unforgivable sin is blasphemy against the Ho I
Spirit. My opinion is that preaching intolerance under authority of God or the
Bible is just that.
Righteousness and self-righteousness

m
My pro
isble
when intolerant
Christians (or any other religions) propose to
te or
te the “sinners.”
And I take issue with the claim that no
call to tolerance is found in the Bible.
My concordance lists no less than 50
esand tolerance.
renc
refeto
forgiveness
P
Mr. Arendt missed the golden
rule which is right before the section about

are mutually exclusive. The world is full
of false prophets who say “Lord, Lord”
and persecute the innocent.
Ihave to agree with the sentiment that
Christianity has not been tried and found

knowing people by their fruits. Jesus

called us to “resist not evil,” to love our
“be ye, therefore perfect,

enemies and

:

est of these is love.”

noticed in Chris Arendt’s
ho» March 3)
mosexuality
should not be tolerated.
He claims that “nowhere in the Bible is
tolerance ofnsin,”
of tio
there any men
though he does offer three citations that
a sin.
homosexualisity
Of course, the Bible mentions many
sins, including marrying a divorced

Mr. Arendt states, “Some homosexuals
, which onl
also have multiple
serves to
te the problem of
transmission
and is itself an exampleof
that humans exthe moral deterioration

even as your Father who is in heaven is

wanting,
cult and

Paul forbade Christians to “go to law
nst each other before unbelievers.”
And Jesus told us that if we forgive others
we will be ourselves forgiven.

but that it has been found diffileft untried.

Goforth is an Arcata resident.
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rather idolatry. Text outof context is pre-

faith, hope, love, these three; but the great-
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Wednesday, March 10, 1993

OPPORTUNITIES

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS!
Learn the basics, or add to your
bag of tricks... $10/lesson... up to
two hours/lesson... flexible
schedulings... call 826-7407 for
appointment with Deron Gant.a10

CAMPUS

RECYCLING

GRAM STAFF:

Need students for

Fall, 1993. Earn cash/units/stipends, and work-study positions.
Apply NOW! Warren House #53
next to Campus Apartments or call

826-4162.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING &
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.
512

QUALITY TYPING,
REASONABLE RATES.
Terry McBride
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and
delivery available.
CONGA
DRUM CLASSES!
Beginning March 9, $10/class, 4
Tuesdays.
Taught by Andrew
Christian, creator of “Final Chants”
Wooden Hand Drums. 2970 Mack
Road, Arcata. 822-8480. Bring
your own drum!

WORD PROCESSING $2/PAGE.
Manuscripts, brochures, flyers,
general typing, etc. 24-hour
messages,

444-4711,

w/touch

PRO-

THRILLS

SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS
Most positions filled by Feb. Gain
val. exp. managing 6-8 employees, customers andsuppliers. Avg.
earnings $6-16,000+. Call “University Painting Pros” for info/

appl. 1-800-525-5877.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make money teaching basic conversational English abroad.
Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000$4,000+ per month. Many provide

RAISE
A COOL

*1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

LASER PRINTER FOR SALE:
GCC PLPII Laser Printer for
Macintosh. One year old with original box. Fast andclean. Includes
3 extra toner cartridges. $1,000.
Call 826-2923.

HELP! Am in Correspondence
Club but have too many to respond to—would you like to write
to a sincere person overseas?
P. O. Box 1352 Ferndale or call
Paul at 786-9990, X209.

FIRST ANNUAL HOT KNOTS
STUDIO SALE! Handknit sweaters, yarn, knitting machines below
wholesale. March 13 &14, 10-5.
940 Samoa Blvd #208 upstairs.

SMUG—Sequoia Mac Users
Group meets Wed. March 10,
Natural Resources, Room 201,
7 p.m. Visitors welcome, bring
your questions. We may have
answers!__°

822-7562.

PLUS $1000
FOR THE
MEMBER
WHO CALLS!
No obligation.
No cost.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS (TI-85)
GRAPHICS CALCULATOR. New
condition $85.

And
a FREE
IGLOO COOLER

Call Brian 826-

2095.

if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528,
Ext. 65

room & board + other benefits! No.

previous training or teaching certificate required. For International
Employment program, call the International Employment Group:
(206)632-1146 Ext. J6047.

BABYSITTER NEEDED IN MY
ARCATAHOME. Part-time weekday mornings or afternoons or
weekends. Earn while you study.
Experienced preferred. Cail after
6:30 p.m. 826-0357.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee guides trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more
info or to book a jump, call 8262001.
B12

ronmental Ed., staff needed for
Girl Scout camp. For more information call Patty 822-3194.

FOR SALE

a17

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Roughing It Day Camp in SF East
Bay Areais hiring for summer 1993.
(510)283-3878. Send résumé to
P.O. Box 1266, Orinda, CA 94563.

tone. Enter your phone number,
hang up after “thank you.” = ss

SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN THE
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS!
Counselors, cooks, nurses, aquatics, riding, A&C, gymnastics, envi-

FOR RENT
THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
Close to everything.
One of
Arcata’s nicest. Furnished or unfurnished starting at $478 monthly.
$200 deposit. Serving HSU for
twenty years. Call now before the
April rush. 822-2146.
EUREKA 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH,
garbage disposal, dishwasher,
rage, coin-op washer/dryer,
485/mo.
First, last, security.
Water, sewer, garbage paid. 7153204.

3Aa1

DEAR FRIENDS: Thank you for
your overwhelming response.
Yourcomplimentary eggplants are
in the mail. | have many more
band names to sell. Jeremey,
826-2460.
TRAVELLING? $500 travel
voucher
good for anywhere American Airlines flies only $400. Call
826-1265, ask for Drew.

RENTED AFTER
JUST ONE WEEK IN
THE LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIEDS!
STUDIO APARTMENT , $300/
MO. Live alone, really close to
campus; quiet person, please.
Call 822-0436 or 826-9558

Nissan, Toyota & most
da pane: se car valve
adjustment. SPECIAL
$27.50

]) Loaner Bicycles Available!

B Enjoy the Far Side!

al

By GARY LARSON

VIDEO VEGANISM, PRESCRIPTION FOR SURVIVAL. Vegan
Nutrition: Pure & Simple from Dr.
Michael Klapper, M.D. Friday,
March 12, 1-4 p.m., Nelson Hall
118. Avoid being part of the $750
billion medical costs in the U.S.A.
each year.

———_———
Advertise
int

The
Lumberjack
PLACE ADS AT THE UNIVERSITY TICKET OFFICE by Friday, 4 p.m., before Wednes-

day publication.

Special stu-

dent rate just $2 for 25 words,
5¢/word thereafter.

~” Bay Coffee Company |
Espresso

Tuesday Evening
Report
~~

Tue:

at 7

neue

Cappuccino
Organic Coffee
Lunch

p.m.

Cable 31

Theda Evening Report
is anews and
discussion program
with live viewer call-in.
Produced by HSU

The

Lumber} ack

journalism students.

Office Phone: 826-5567
coon
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dust a5 Dee entered the cleaning and ctecovered,
sanding together, ihe Loch Mess tones, Bigicot

513.
J St. «8 22-3770
and
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Onessie, hie camera jammed.
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is recyclable

HSU’s escort service.

Use it or lose it.

Just dial ‘4216’ on any phone on campus.

CALENDAR

Series presents the
Bresquan Trio, & p.m. in
the Fulkerson Recital Hall,
826-3531 for information.
e The HSU Battle of the
Bands,starts 5:30 p.m. in

Music
e De. Roes hosts the Blues

Jam, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information

the Kate Buchanan Room,

sponsored by KRFH.
¢ Stone Crazy, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ The Shuffle Kings, 9 p.m.
at the Country Club, 442-

et Cetera
¢ A potluck
for the
Homelesenese Network, 6

p.m. in the South Loungeof

the University Center,
by Y.E.S., AS.,
and a United Way agency,
826-4965
for information.
e The Career Development
Center presents a
workshop
on how

to find a summer
job in NR & science,
4 p.m. in Art
102, 826-3341 for information.
e “In Progress,”
a photo

18 in the Foyer Gallery by
Art 119.

Thursday1

Center Quad.
5-6:30 p.m.: ‘Men's discussion group, NHE 113.
5-6:30 p.m.:

Women’s discussion
group, NHE 115.

Wednesday10
Wolfwith Adrienne”
11 a.m.-Noon: “Long-term Recovery

Lockett,
NHE 119.

Noon-1 p.m.: Open mike, University Center Quad.
5-6 p.m.: Bring a shirt to paint for the Clothesline
Project, NHE 106.

Thursdaytt
11 a.m.-Noon: “Recognizing Abuse,” NHE 119.
5-7 p.m.: “Dreamworlds: Desire/Sex/Power in Rock

826-2739 for information.
¢ Country Fever, 9 p.m. at
the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.

e Heartbeat, 8 p.m. at the
Trinidad Town Hall, 6770477 for information. *See
Et Cetera for more details of
the event.

information.

Music

4162 for information.

¢ Sax & Violins, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ The Oldies Show at Club
West with the Amazing

Chad & Mr. Ed, doors open
at 8 p.m., no cover, 4442582 for information.
¢ Country Demo Night at
the Country Club — new
bands getting started. 4424236 for information.
e Earthshine Productions
presents Skankin’ Pickle
and Barking Dogma, 8:30
p.m. at the Old Creamery
Dancenter in Arcata, 8390425 for information.

et Cetera

Music
e HSU music department
holds its POPS Concert, 8
p.m. in the Van Duzer

tion (SCTA) meet-

5 p.m. in HGH
ing,

204

Men, a new
e Profeminist

is looking

for potential members.
to 1 p.m.
noon gs
are in
Meet
in NHE 106, 826-2047 for
information.

e The Campus Recycling

Program holds a
on vermir
semina
culture (com-

posting with

worms)
5:30 ,
p.m,
826110,s
Hallen
in Siem

e Karoake Night at HSU,
7:30 p.m. in the South
Lounge of the University
Center, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ.
¢ CCAT hosts a lecture by
David Brower; the

topic is “It's
Healing Time on
Earth,” & p.m. in

Theatre, 826-3531 for

information.
e Kala Kenyatte & The

World Beat Band, 9:30
p.m. at Jambalaya, 8224766 for information.

e Shuffle Kings, 9 p.m. at
the Country Club, 442-

4236 for information.
e Tone Talk, 9:30 p.m. at
the Humboldt Brewery,

¢ Tom Forbes speaks at the
Student California
Teachers Associa-

ore

Friday2

et Cetera

Tu

et Cetera
e HSU art students Steve

826-2739 for information.
e Dave Trabue & Roundup.
9 p.m. at the North Coast

Inn, 822-4861 for informa-

tion.

e Reggae band Big Mountain plays 9 p.m. at The
Depot, 826-3928 for information.

e The 100th Monkey
Celebration to help stop
nuclear testing, with music
performances by Stone

p.m. in the Fulkerson

Fantasy Females strippers,
9:30 p.m., 444-2582 -.
information.

Saturday5
° The Second City Touring
performs

8 p.m.

Music

for information.

department's Faculty Artist

e The HSU music

e HSU music department
hosts a student piano

recital, free admission, 8:
Recital Hall, 826-3531 for
information.
e Jaime Byrd hosts Acous-

16

€t Cetera
¢ Poets Jeff De Mark and
Teelyn Mauney read their
works, 8 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e Final Library panel
discussion, 9 a.m. in
Goodwin Forum, 826-3441
for information.
e Returned Peace Corps
volunteers speak
about environY
mental education
and English
teacher training
in Belize, and environmental education in the
Gambia, 5:30 p.m. in Buck
House 97, 826-3342 for
information.
e The future of vehicles on
the beaches and dunes on
the North and South Spits
will be decided by the
Humoldt County Board of
Supervisors, 1:45 p.m. in
the Supervisors’ Chambers,
Humboldt County Courthouse, 825 Fifth St., Eureka.

indicates
Key: The
lectures
or seminars
that may “enlighten” your
mind.

run regular
not ck
ja
r does
er
Calenda
The Lumb

Theater
Company

Music

tic Talent Night, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

Creamery Dancenter, 1251

Ninth St., Arcata, 822-8067

tickets available at the door,
442-8413 for information.

reservations.

Jones, guest speaker Rick

Springer, 8 p.m. at the Old

and-white masquerade
fund-raiser, 8 p.m. at the
Masonic Lodge in Eureka,

Sunday14

by Center
co-8
s
tie
ivi
and the North
Act
for
Coast Inn, 826-3928
information.

Crasy, Heartbeat, and Mr.

Beaux Art Ball, a black-

the East Gym,
826-3551 for information.
e Deadline for reservations
for the Humboldt Wildlife
Care Center's ist Annual
Dinner (March 28), 8261583 for information/
e Club West hosts the

e Library Strategic Planning Panel Discussion #2,

e HSU track and field vs.
C8U Stanislaus, 10 a.m. in
Redwood Bowl, 826-3631
for information.

March 25 in the University
Center's Karshner Lounge,
826-4149 for information.
e The Salmonberry
Preschool's Salmonberry
Jam, a family dance benefiting low-income children,
at the Trinidad Town Hall,
6:30-11 p.m., music by
Heartbeat at 8 p.m., 6770477 for information.
¢ The Ink People annual

106.

Lion Hotels & Inns will
discuss possible summer
jobe in several states with
the chain, noon in Goodwin
Forum, 826-3341 for
:
information.

9 a.m. in Goodwin Forum,
826-3441 for information.

Friday (2

sity Center Quad.

e Representatives from Red

Sports

e The HSU theatre arts
department presents

Silver, NHE
nse
with Brian
efe
workshop
5-7 p.m.: Self-d

e Teddy Taylor & The
Maes, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

€t Cetera

Diet] and Rob Milton
exhibit their work through

Lope de Vega, through
March 14, 8 p.m. in Gist
Hall Theatre, 826-3566 for

Music

Café River, 9:30 p.m. at

Video,” NHE 106.

Noon-1 p.m.: Open mike: “Anger and Healing,” Univer-

Monday15
information.

Theater
Fuente Ovejuna, a play by

information.
¢ Club Triangle for alternative lifestyles, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
at Club West, 444-2582 for
information.

4236 for information.
the Humboldt Brewery,

Noon-1 p.m.: ‘Men speak out against rape, Universit

31
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weekly meetings unless the club or organization
in question holds a special event or hosts a

guest speaker.

The deadline for submissions to the Calendar is
S p.m. Fridays. Direct your mail to:

The Lumberjack Calendar
6 Nelson
Hall East
Humboldt
State University
Arcata, Calif. 95521

Or drop the information
in the Calendar box,
Nelson Hall East.
of
located in the basement

Funded by the Associated Students

Vote
Student Government Elections April 27, 26 & 29.

office...

You can run for A.S. Government

Canidate

election packets"

are avaiable now
at the A.S. office.
( AS. positions open )

|
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- College Represenatives

- President

Two from each college:

¢ Administrative Vice President
- Legislative Vice President
¢ Student Affairs Vice President

Behavioral & Social Sciences
Studies
Prof
be —
Macdacdi
iinessi& onal

¢ Appointed Positions

Natural Resources & Sciences

CSSA Represenative and PR Coordinator
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